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ABSTRACT

 Water supply development has changed significantly in the last fifty years.   

Expanding existing water supplies or locating and securing new water supplies has 

become increasingly difficult and highly constrained.  In addition, awareness of and 

experience with the deleterious environmental impacts of water supply development 

has further constrained future development.  Given this new paradigm, it is imperative 

that growing areas identify water supplies to accommodate new development before the 

development occurs.  This report provides an analysis of the physical and institutional 

characteristics of land use and water resource development in Pima County, Arizona.  

Using this analysis, policy recommendations are formulated to improve the County’s 

integration of land use and water resource planning.  In the case of Pima County, a 

comprehensive plan water resources element is used as the policy vehicle for reforming 

public policies.  
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CHAPTER 1:  INTRODUCTION

 The earliest civilizations were invariably settled around natural supplies of 

fresh water (Asit K. Biswas. 1997; Worster, 1992), however, some of today’s land use 

patterns deny any significant consideration of local water resource availability.  The 

lack of consideration for locally available water resources has led to some development 

patterns that are stressing water supplies, causing environmental degradation, and could 

potentially lead to water supply failures.  

Several states have adopted policies that attempt to link land use and water 

resource planning.  In Arizona, the Groundwater Management Act (GMA) of 1980 and 

the subsequently adopted Assured Water Supply rules established a rigorous link between 

land use and water resource planning.  Despite the successes of the GMA some Arizona 

counties still face the loss of environmental amenities, subsidence problems, and growing 

reliability questions about local water supplies.  Arizona counties are the land use 

authorities within their unincorporated boundaries, and the logical jurisdiction to integrate 

land use and water resource planning for these areas.   This report shows that Arizona 

counties seeking to provide additional protection for their residents and resources, beyond 

state regulations, could use the authorities already granted to them by the State.   Using 

a properly constructed comprehensive plan water resources element, Arizona counties, 

and potentially counties across the United States, could use the authority already given 

to them to protect residents and resources from unsustainable development.   Arizona 

counties cannot regulate water supply; that field is already “occupied” by the State.   

However, an argument can be made that counties in Arizona can find the authority 

to address water supply concerns by regulating the concomitant impacts that the use 

of water for new development will have on the general welfare of residents and the 

environment.
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A Changing Outlook on Water Supply 

Historically, it has been assumed that water development was a necessary 

precursor to growth, and similarly, that a lack of water development would act as a 

deterrent to growth (Nichols, Murphy, and Kenney, 2001).  While development in many 

areas of the western United States followed this pattern at one time, recent experience 

has shown that neither assumption has applied to urban development in the late twentieth 

century.   Many of the major cities in the west including Los Angeles, Denver, San 

Francisco, San Diego and Phoenix developed beyond their available water supplies and 

then turned to large interbasin water transfer projects to make up the deficit – the so 

called build and chase model (Shigley and Krist, 2002).  Other urban and suburban areas 

have developed on locally available groundwater.   Population growth has now pushed 

water demands in many of these areas beyond the sustainable yield of groundwater from 

the underlying aquifers, raising questions about the long-term reliability of the water 

supply (Nichols, Murphy, and Kenney, 2001).    

The experiences of cities throughout the United States show that carrying 

capacity limits of locally available water resources are not seen as limits to growth and 

development.  Instead, limited local water supplies are seen as impediments to growth 

that require increasing levels of time, money, and technology to surmount (Nichols, 

Murphy, and Kenney, 2001).  

This philosophy led to the construction of numerous dams and interbasin 

aqueducts between 1902 and 1968.  Since the authorization of the Central Arizona 

Project in 1968 (which was completed in 1992), dam building and large interbasin 

transfer projects have all but stopped in the United States (Reisner, 1986).  Figure 1.1 

shows the total reservoir storage in the United States between 1905 and 2000.  A handful 

of dam and reservoir projects are being discussed in California, as is an aqueduct from 
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the Sea of Cortez to 

Arizona.  However, 

these projects are in 

preliminary stages 

and face significant 

opposition.  The graph 

shows that the greatest 

increase in reservoir 

storage, a proxy for 

large dam building, 

occurred between 

1935 and 1970.  Between 1980 and 1990, increases in reservoir storage had decreased to 

almost nothing.  Less than 30 million acre-feet of reservoir storage has been built since 

1980, compared with 1.14 billion acre-feet that were built before 1980.   The likelihood 

that a large interbasin transfer project like the Central Arizona Project or California 

Aqueduct would be built today is significantly less likely then it was fifty years ago.  

The availability of high priority water, cost of planning, environmental compliance and 

engineering, cost of construction, and cost of operation are all significant barriers to the 

successful implementation of new interbasin transfer projects. (Vaux, 2005) 

  A paradigm shift has begun to occur.  Increasing competition for water supplies, 

in conjunction with increasing awareness of and experience with the environmental 

damage associated with these projects, has moved policy away from new dams and 

toward more environmentally benign solutions (Nichols, Murphy, and Kenney, 2001).     

Cities can no longer assume that a new dam, reservoir, and aqueduct will be built to meet 

their growing needs.  

Total Reservor Storage in U.S. 1905-2000
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Alongside the surface water diversion projects of the early and mid 20th century, 

groundwater development has also expanded greatly.  Groundwater is the primary source 

of drinking water for 50 percent of the population of the United States and is even more 

important to rural water users, supplying 90 percent of rural drinking water supplies 

(Asit K. Biswas. 1997).  Groundwater is the nation’s principal reserve of freshwater and 

represents much of the potential future water supply (Alley, Reilly, and Franke, 1999).  

Increasingly, groundwater is showing significant signs that it is a finite resource 

that can be exhausted.  The Edwards Aquifer in Texas, the Ogallala aquifer underlying 

eight of the central states, several regional aquifers in Arizona and many others have 

required extensive regulation to curb severe declines in groundwater levels (Glennon, 

2002; Groundwater Management Act, 1980).   Groundwater depletion has been a concern 

in the arid Southwest and High Plains for many years, but aquifer systems in “wet” 

areas of the United States are also showing signs of stress (Bartolino and Cunningham, 

2003).   Long Island, New York; Hilton Head Island, South Carolina; Savannah, Georgia; 

Jacksonville and Miami, Florida; Baton Rouge, Louisiana; Chicago, Illinois; and 

Milwaukee, Wisconsin are just some of the cities in “wet” areas that have experienced 

severe groundwater level declines as a result of over extraction of groundwater (Bartolino 

and Cunningham, 2003).  

Groundwater level declines represent over consumption of the resource beyond 

its sustainable yield.  Falling groundwater levels are an indicator that recharge is not in 

balance with withdrawal.  Under these conditions, and without intervention, groundwater 

supplies will eventually fail because groundwater declines are not indefinitely 

sustainable.    

A number of strategies have been implemented or proposed in different areas 

to mitigate the impacts of groundwater decline.  The use of treated wastewater or 

reclaimed water to offset non-potable water use, effluent recharge, storm water capture, 
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phreatophyte removal, and recharge, and conservation initiatives have all been suggested 

as strategies for curbing demand or supporting falling groundwater tables.  These 

strategies are steps toward more efficient use of the limited resource.  But all are aimed 

at mitigating problems once they occur.  More proactive strategies could be aimed at 

attempting to avoid or minimize problems before they occur. 

As the feasibility of new dams and interbasin aqueducts has become more and 

more limited, and groundwater resources have reached capacity, water resource managers 

have begun to look to water transfers from other uses to sate thirsty cities (Murphy 

et al., 1995).   Agriculture has been the favored source of these transfers.  Like Willie 

Sutton, who said, “I rob banks because that’s where the money is”, water managers 

look to agriculture because it typically uses 80 percent or more of the water in a region 

(Solley, Pierce, and Perlman, 1998).  Water transfers from agriculture can be mutually 

beneficial to farmers and municipal areas.  However, water transfers can also damage the 

economies of rural towns and reduce runoff into wetlands and riparian areas (Murphy et 

al., 1995).   California has even adopted laws restricting the amount of water that can be 

transferred out of a region using agricultural land fallowing programs (California Water 

Code §1745.05) and 22 of California’s 58 counties have gone beyond the state measure to 

restrict exportation of groundwater from their jurisdictions (Hanak, 2003).  

 Increasingly, farmers and rural residents are seeing water transfers to cities as 

threats to their communities and way of life.  Water transfers out of agriculture and into 

municipal use are likely to continue, but they are also likely to become increasingly 

difficult, complex, and expensive.  

As the difficulty and uncertainty of augmenting existing supplies has increased, 

conflicts have started to arise between land use authorities and water providers.  In 

California, a water utility even went so far as to sue the county board of supervisors 

over a proposed development.  In the 1980s the East Bay Municipal Utility District 
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sued Contra Costa County on the grounds that it could not serve a new 11,000 unit 

development approved by the board of supervisors and still guarantee supplies for 

existing customers.  The utility eventually won in court and convinced the State of 

California Legislature to force counties and cities to consider urban water plans when 

making land-use decisions (Shigley and Krist, 2002).  

 As a whole, the literature suggests that finding, allocating, and delivering new 

water supplies is becoming more difficult and costly.  Given this situation, the continued 

development of cities and counties could be improved by efforts to identify where the 

water will come from to support growth before the growth occurs.   Building first and 

looking for water later is an increasingly dubious strategy because of the risk that new 

water supplies will not be available at acceptable cost.  

 

Land Use, Water Supply, and the Environment:  A Cycle of Impacts

 Many have concluded that integrated planning and management are essential 

to maximize the efficient use of available land and water resources (Cosby, 1996-1997; 

Hanak and Simeti, 2004; Nichols, Murphy, and Kenney, 2001).  Land use decisions 

can have a myriad of impacts on the supply and demand for water.  In addition, 

the acquisition of water supplies can have significant impacts on the environment.  

Addressing land use and water supply together will minimize these impacts and ensure 

that these limited resources are used wisely. 

Land Use Impacts on Water Supply  

 Land use changes can significantly reduce the amount of water available for 

human use.  As development converts natural areas into buildings, roads and parking 

lots, permeable soil is converted into impermeable surfaces.  This reduction of permeable 

soil reduces rainwater infiltration and reduces natural recharge to aquifers (U.S. 
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Environmental Protection Agency, 2006).   Similarly, development that encroaches on 

floodplains may require floodplain channelization projects to keep developed property 

from being flooded.  Floodplain channelization projects typically narrow and straighten 

the channels through which storm water flows, increasing the speed of the flows, 

decreasing infiltration and aquifer recharge.  A reduction in natural recharge to an aquifer 

reduces the sustainable amount of groundwater that can be extracted from that aquifer.  

Land use changes can also affect water supply by reducing the quality of the 

water.  Runoff from roads, industrial areas, and farm land picks up chemical residues 

from vehicles, industrial processes, fertilizers, and pesticides.  Many of these chemicals 

can be carried by surface flows into rivers and aquifers where the quality of the water 

is degraded.  Polluted water may not be suitable for human use or may need costly 

treatment processes to bring it back up to usable quality (U.S. Environmental Protection 

Agency, 2006).  

While all development will contribute to these impacts, low density 

land use patterns have a larger impact on water supply degradation (Ashton 

and Bayer, 1983).  The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (2006) 

modeled three development scenarios of different densities at three scales—

one-acre level, lot level, and watershed level – to examine the connection 

between density and quantity of runoff (Figure 1.2).  

The analysis demonstrated that: 

	The higher-density scenarios generate less storm water runoff per house at all 

scales;

	For the same amount of development (10,000 houses), higher-density 

development produces less runoff and less impervious cover than low-density 

development; 
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	For a given amount of growth (increase of 10,000 houses), lower-density 

development impacts more of the watershed. 

By managing development patterns and directing growth away from flood plains 

and important groundwater recharge areas, the negative impacts of development on water 

supply can be minimized.

Land Use Impacts on Water Demand 

There can be no doubt that adding users to a system will cause additional demand 

on existing supplies (unless offset by conservation).  Low density development can 

further exacerbate the impact of new users.  Low density development uses more water 

than compact dense development patterns (Haase and Nuissl, 2006; Riebsame, Wescoat, 

and Morrisette, 1997).  In the American west, land use per capita, a measure of the 

10,000 houses built on
10,000 acres produce:

10,000 acres x 1 house
x 18,700 ft3/yr of
runo� =

187 million ft3/yr of
stormwater runo�
Site: 20% impervious
cover
Watershed: 20%
impervious cover

10,000 houses built on
2,500 acres produce:

2,500 acres x 4 houses
x 6,200 ft3/yr of
runo� =

62 million ft3/yr
of stormwater runo�
Site: 38% impervious
cover
Watershed: 9.5%
impervious cover

10,000 houses built on
1,250 acres produce:

1,250 acres x 8 houses
x 4,950 ft3/yr of
runo� =

49.5 million ft3/yr of
stormwater runo�
Site: 65% impervious
cover
Watershed: 8.1%
impervious cover

Scenario A Scenario B Scenario C

Figure 1.2.  Development scenarios used in EPA analysis  

Source: U.S. EPA (2006)
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density of a city or region, is increasing in almost all cities (Riebsame, Wescoat, and 

Morrisette, 1997).    

Land use trends, in addition to contributing to higher per capita water demands, 

have led to new patterns of water demand (Riebsame, Wescoat, and Morrisette, 1997).  

Groundwater is increasingly being used as the source water for new development, 

particularly for low density residential growth (Nichols, Murphy, and Kenney, 2001).  

Groundwater is an attractive water source for low density development because 

groundwater is far more ubiquitous than surface water.  A new well can be constructed 

close to the development to deliver groundwater to users without having to construct long 

pipelines or surface water diversion works.  

Based on a series of interviews conducted by the author with Arizona water 

utility managers, water delivery infrastructure and availability of alternative supplies 

are important factors in ensuring water supply flexibility and reliability.  By controlling 

development patterns and encouraging new development to take place close to existing 

development, there is a greater chance of interconnected water delivery infrastructure.  

Greater interconnectedness can add flexibility to the systems by providing more 

wells, reservoirs, and alternative water supplies.  Water providers that have this added 

flexibility have more options for solving water supply and delivery problems.  Greater 

interconnectedness also increases the size of the water user base and therefore the 

resources available for solving problems. 

  

The Environmental Impacts of Water Development

Water development in the United States has created tremendous economic 

benefits, increased agricultural production, generated megawatts of clean electricity, 

and facilitated transportation along water ways.  In some locations this development 

has also had tremendous environmental impacts.   With the perspective of past water 
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development, future water development will be required to give greater consideration 

to the environment.   Most significantly, the National Environment Policy Act (NEPA) 

requires that decision makers describe and consider the environmental impacts of new 

projects before federal money is spent or federally controlled resources (including 

“navigable water ways”) are impacted.  

The environmental impacts of large dam and aqueduct projects are well 

documented and few would argue that environmental losses have occurred as a result 

of dams.  Given that large dam building has ostensibly ceased, the likelihood that future 

water development will rely on large dam and aqueduct projects is also unlikely.  Even 

if new dams are constructed, greater understanding of river ecosystems and increased 

regulation suggest that the environmental impacts that resulted from past dam projects are 

unlikely to be repeated.  

Groundwater development, on the other hand, has increased substantially 

in the past 50-years (U.S. Geological Survey, 2005).  The environmental impacts 

of groundwater pumping have also been significant.   The impacts of groundwater 

development may be even more insidious than surface water development because 

impacts can take decades to manifest themselves and are commonly not recognixed by 

water managers or the public.    When the impacts are felt, direct connections between 

water users and damages can be difficult to quantify and prove, making mitigation 

difficult.  

Groundwater is a major contributor to flow in many streams and rivers and has 

a strong influence on river and wetland habitats for plants and animals (Alley, Reilly, 

and Franke, 1999).  As groundwater levels decline, the connection to surface water 

features like streams, lakes, springs, wetlands, and rivers can be severely damaged.  As 

groundwater levels decline further, water can fall below the root zones of riparian trees 

and shrubs, destroying riparian ecosystems.  Surface water features and the vegetation 
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they support are important habitats for numerous animals, and when these habitats are 

damaged the consequences can be dire (Alley, Reilly, and Franke, 1999). 

The San Pedro River in southern Arizona is an example of a river that is fed 

by groundwater.  The groundwater table intercepts the land surface at the riverbed and 

groundwater flows out of the ground and into the river channel (Glennon, 2002).  When 

the groundwater table falls or a cone of depression from a nearby well draws the water 

level down below the level of the streambed, water ceases to flow into the river (Figure 

1.3).  Flows in the San Pedro have been reduced by 66 percent by human impacts in the 

watershed including land use changes and groundwater pumping (Thomas, 2006).  This 

phenomenon is well documented and not unique to Arizona.

 Groundwater depletion can also cause subsidence and earth fissuring.  Subsidence 

and earth fissures are physical deformations of the earth’s surface caused by removing 

groundwater from water bearing sand, gravel or rock formations below the surface 

(Carpenter, 1999).  As water is removed, the pore spaces between the minerals compact, 

and this compaction can cause the land surface above to fall, sometimes as much as 

Figure 1.3.  The impacts of groundwater pumping

Source:  Andrew Schwarz
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several feet.  In 1977, an area of 625 square miles around Eloy, Arizona had subsided 

well below its historical elevations.  In some areas the land surface had fallen as much 

as 12.5 feet (Carpenter, 1999).   Significant research has shown that the areas of greatest 

subsidence correspond with areas of greatest groundwater level declines (Carpenter, 

1999).    

Declining land elevations by themselves may not be of great concern, however, 

as the pore spaces of a de-watered aquifer are compressed the storage capacity of that 

aquifer is decreased, potentially permanently destroying part of the storage capacity of 

the aquifer.  In addition to the permanent loss of storage caused by subsidence, earth 

fissures may also occur at areas where differential subsidence is occurring. Earth fissures 

can extend thousands of feet, damaging property and infrastructure as well as causing 

significant safety risks (Carpenter, 1999).

The Economic Impacts of Groundwater Level Declines

Groundwater level declines can also have very direct economic impacts on 

water users.  As water levels decline further and further below the surface, the cost 

of pumping water out of the ground increases.  The added cost of pumping an acre-

foot of groundwater (roughly the amount of water required for a family of five for a 

year) an additional 100 ft is about $17.1   This figure continues to rise as water levels 

decline and the cost of electricity increases.  Declines of greater than a hundred feet 

coupled with increasing energy costs have forced farmers in Oklahoma and Texas out of 

business (Glennon, 2002) and could potentially add significant costs to domestic water 

users.  In addition to the increased pumping costs, as groundwater levels fall, new wells 

must be constructed to reach deeper into the aquifer to remove the remaining water, or 

infrastructure must be constructed to bring water from other locations.  Private wells are 

1 Calculated using a cost-for-energy of $0.10/kwh and a pump efficiency of 60%.
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typically shallower than 300 feet making them particularly vulnerable to significant water 

level declines.   

Deeper water may also be of lower quality than shallow water.  At deeper levels 

naturally occurring elements such as arsenic, fluoride, and radon can become more 

prevalent and thus higher concentrations of these elements are likely to be found in the 

water (Freeze and Cherry, 1979). When these contaminants exceed allowable levels for 

drinking water, expensive treatment processes must be implemented to bring the water 

back up to an acceptable level of quality, further increasing the cost of delivering the 

water.  

As growth and development continue, water development will also have to 

continue.   The integration of water resources into land use planning does not have to be a 

barrier to development; rather it should encourage sustainable, well planned development.   

Through better integrating water resources into land use planning, local governments can 

work toward development patterns that provide better use of water resources and reduce 

the need for water development.  Locating development in appropriate areas so that it 

does not adversely affect local water supplies will maximize water resource availability.  

And finally, placing new development in locations that have access to adequate water 

supplies either locally or that have physical access to imported water supplies to 

accommodate growth will reduce the adverse impacts to the environment.  

Barriers to Success 

 Despite the clear need for increased consideration of water resources in land use 

planning, implementation has been extremely difficult (Carter, Kreutzwiser and de Loe, 

2005).  One of the root causes of this difficulty is that land use planning and water supply 

planning are typically undertaken by separate organizations (Carter, Kreutzwiser and 

de Loe, 2005).  Land use planning authorities are often separate from water providers 
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that plan the future water resources supplies of the area.  In many cases, multiple water 

providers operate within a single land use jurisdiction.  Hanak and Semeti (2004) found 

that in California over half of the cities had more than one water provider operating 

within the jurisdiction.  The situation was even more extreme for counties.  Thirty-one of 

35 had more than three water suppliers operating within their land use jurisdiction, 17 of 

the 35 had more than 10 water supplies, and one county had 180 different water suppliers.  

Another important barrier is that regulation of water resources is typically under 

state government control, while land use planning and decision making fall under local 

jurisdiction.   This can be a critical impediment to the successful integration of water 

resources into land use planning.  Most state departments of water resources evaluate new 

groundwater pumping or surface water diversion permits, granting permits on the basis of 

state established regulations.  Land use authorities in a few western states require proof 

that the state authorities have granted permits or confirmed that an adequate water supply 

exists.  In most states no connection at all exists between local development approval and 

state water resource regulation (Hanak and Browne, 2006).  

Further, state water resource regulation may preempt a city or county land use 

authority from having the ability to reject development plans on the basis of water 

resource concerns.  The legal issues related to preemption are explored further in Chapter 

3 of this report.  

State Level Initiatives 

 Several states have recognized the need for better integration of water resources 

into land use planning.  At least five western states, including: Colorado, New Mexico, 

California, Nevada, and Arizona have adopted laws that attempt to verify water supply 

adequacy before development is approved.  
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Colorado

 Colorado places regulation of water supply adequacy in the hands of the counties 

by requiring them to adopt subdivision regulations that prevent new homes from being 

built that lack basic services (Hanak and Browne, 2006).   Colorado law states:

Adequate evidence that a water supply that is sufficient in terms of quality, 

quantity, and dependability will be available to ensure an adequate supply of 

water for the type of subdivision proposed (Colorado Revised Statutes §30-28-

133).   

The law only applies to unincorporated areas of counties, and the law gives counties a 

great deal of flexibility in how stringently they want to apply the law.  No details are 

given to declare what “adequate evidence” shall be, nor how much water is required to 

meet the “adequacy” requirement.  

New Mexico 

 New Mexico law is very similar to Colorado law, placing regulation of 

water supply adequacy in the hands of the counties.  Again the law only applies to 

unincorporated areas of counties.  New Mexico counties must establish subdivision 

regulations that quantify the maximum annual water requirements of a subdivision 

and assess water availability to meet the maximum annual water requirements of the 

subdivision (New Mexico Statutes §47-6-9).  In New Mexico, like Colorado, counties are 

given a great deal of flexibility in determining how stringently they want to apply the law.  

Nevada

 Nevada law requires that the utility that will serve a subdivision provide a plan to 

serve the development.   The State Public Utilities Commission must then review the plan 

and provide written verification that the plan meets standards in terms of continuity and 
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adequacy of water supply (Nevada Revised Statutes §278.377).   The law applies to all 

areas of the state except Las Vegas, where the local water utility conducts the review, and 

to all utilities both public and private.  Counties and cities are given no explicit authority 

to employ more stringent regulation than that applied by the Public Utilities Commission.  

California

 California has a number of regulations connecting development and water supply. 

The most significant of these regulations requires that the water supplier provide written 

documentation to the land use authority showing that an adequate water supply exists to 

serve the new development for 20 years.   The regulation only applies to subdivisions of 

over 500 units or those that will increase the number of connections that a water company 

has by 10%.  It applies to all cities and counties without exemption. And it requires 

an analysis of the impact that the new demand will have on competing agricultural 

and industrial uses drawing from the same water source (California Government Code 

§66473.7).

Arizona

 Arizona, which is the focus of this report, evaluates water adequacy over the 

longest time horizon, 100 years.  However, the most stringent regulations only apply to 

certain areas of the state.  A more in depth description and analysis is provided in Chapter 

3 of this report; however, for comparison with laws in other western states a short 

summary is provided here.  

The State of Arizona has designated five Active Management Areas (AMAs) 

in the groundwater basins where growth pressures and groundwater overdraft are of 

greatest concern.  Within the AMAs the Arizona Department of Water Resources enforces 

strict controls on new groundwater wells, water conservation requirements, and the 
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offsetting of groundwater use with renewable water supplies (Arizona Revised Statutes 

§45-401-605;631-636;701-704;32-2181).  All new subdivisions within AMAs must 

prove that they have an assured 100-year water supply before final plat approval (ARS 

§45-576).  Subdivisions that depend on groundwater are required to replenish most of 

the groundwater they use back into the aquifer with renewable water supplies (ARS §��-

576.01).  

 Outside the AMAs, these strict rules do not apply.  New subdivisions must 

prove an adequate 100-year water supply but failure to achieve this does not impede 

development.  Developers are free to develop even after having their water supply 

deemed inadequate by the Department of Water Resources.   Notice is required on the 

deed to the property during the first sale identifying the water supply as inadequate.  After 

the first sale the inadequacy note is no longer required (ARS §45-108).  

 Cities and counties have not been given any authority to adopt policies that are 

stricter than the state’s or even to deny development approval when the state has deemed 

the water supply inadequate.  

 In addition to the Groundwater Management Act, the Arizona Legislature passed 

Growing Smarter Plus legislation in 2000.  Growing Smarter Plus requires that large 

counties adopt a water resources element for their comprehensive plan.  The legislation 

requires that counties assess the water supply demands of their residents and plan for the 

acquisition of additional water supplies needed to accommodate future growth.  The law 

does not explicitly vest any power in the counties to reject growth that is inconsistent 

with the plan.

 

Local Solutions for Local Problems

All of these initiatives represent attempts at the state level to connect land use 

and water resource planning.  Each gives local land use authorities varying degrees of 
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control for enforcement and interpretation.  These state-level initiatives are important 

to ensure that at least a minimum level of consideration is given to water supply during 

development approval.  In many local areas, these state level initiatives leave gaps of 

protection for local residents and resources.   Local land use jurisdictions, at the county 

as well as at the city level, are well positioned to facilitate a greater connection between 

land use and water resource planning.  Different states grant different powers to local 

governments.  The specific policies employed by a local government will depend on the 

authorities granted by the state.  Most local governments are granted the authority to 

regulate land use on the basis of health, safety and general welfare of residents.   This 

basic authority could be a strong basis on which a local government could justify 

regulating the water supply impacts of land use.  Other states may grant additional 

authorities on which a local government could justify regulations.   

As shown in the literature cited here, the complexity of water supply development 

is increasing as are the environmental impacts of water supply development.  These 

problems suggest that even if the state has determined that a new development has an 

adequate water supply, local governments should be asking additional questions during 

land use approval.  Do the wells required for a new subdivision threaten the groundwater 

supply of existing residents?  What is the impact on the local river?  Will increased use 

of groundwater in this area cause other problems?  If the answers to these questions raise 

serious concerns, local governments could exercise additional control through the land 

use development process.

Pima County, Arizona is one example of a county that is governed by water 

adequacy laws, but continues to face water supply reliability questions and suffer 

environmental losses.  Local groups have advocated for stricter controls on land use to 

protect limited water resources and County authorities have requested additional powers 

from the state to address the issues.  Despite these efforts, only a ministerial check by 
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the County of Assured Water Supply connects land use approvals and water supply, and 

this only applies within the AMA portion of the county.   In the non-AMA portions of the 

county, there is no water supply adequacy requirement for subdivision approval.  

I will argue that using the powers given to Arizona counties to protect the health, 

safety, and general welfare of residents and additional authorities implied by Growing 

Smarter Plus legislation, Pima County can find the authority to address many of its water 

supply issues.   This report details the physical, legal, and environmental constraints 

of Pima County on which new policies could be based, included is a detailed legal 

analysis of the two major legal issues involved in adopting such new policies:  1) County 

authority:  Are county policies to regulate the concomitant impacts of water supply a 

valid expression of the county’s authority?  And,  2) Preemption:  Does Arizona state 

law preempt counties from adopting policies regarding water supply impacts?  Given the 

physical, legal, and environmental constraints analyzed throughout his report, proposed 

comprehensive plan-water resource element policy recommendations for Pima County 

are constructed.  Finally, this report presents conclusions on local policies for integrating 

water resources into land use planning and presents suggestions for the construction of 

appropriate policies in other jurisdictions.
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CHAPTER 2:  METHODOLOGY

The subject of integrating water resources into land use planning can be addressed 

at several different levels of government: federal, state, county, or city.  This report 

focuses on the ability of counties to integrate water resource constraints into their land 

use planning activities.   Counties are political subdivisions of the state and have fewer, 

more restricted authorities than cities or towns.  By choosing the government entity 

with the weakest powers, this report will have wider applicability to government entities 

with stronger powers.  In addition, counties are likely to have regulator authority over 

large tracts of undeveloped land and lower density development, precisely the type of 

development that poses the greatest risk to watersheds and water resources.  

The literature suggests that several states throughout the United States have 

experienced various problems as a result of water supply development (U.S. Geological 

Survey, 2005).  Each of these states exhibit different constraints and opportunities 

for exploring the ability of county governments to integrate their land use and water 

resource planning activities.   Looking at an Arizona county provides a highly constrained 

example.  Arizona has comprehensive and far-reaching water resource regulations.  These 

far reaching regulations limit the ability of local authorities to regulate water resources.  

The literature provides a framework for the relevant subject matter that should be 

considered in order to integrate land use and water resource planning.  In addition, there 

may be local subjects of concern or constraints that bear on local policies and these must 

also be considered and analyzed.    Arizona has especially broad state regulation of water 

resources.  These regulations circumscribe relatively limited local authorities.  Given 

the importance of the state regulations, the level of integration of land use and water 

resources that they already provide, and the limits that they place on local authorities, 
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chapter 3 of this report provides a brief overview of Arizona’s regulations, and their 

application to Pima County.  

In Pima County, groundwater is the major source of water for municipal use.  

Imported surface water, through the Central Arizona Project (CAP), is also a major 

source of water for municipal use but is used to a much more limited degree.  Based on 

these characteristics, this report focuses on the impacts of groundwater pumping to justify 

the need for increased consideration of water resources in land use planning at the local 

level.

A number of impacts are likely to be associated with groundwater pumping, 

including: subsidence, environmental losses, and reduction in groundwater quality.  Each 

of these impacts has been researched for Pima County using reports from the Arizona 

Department of Water Resources, United States Geological Survey, Central Arizona Water 

Conservation District, Pima County, Pima County Association of Governments and 

others, to analyze current groundwater conditions and the extent to which each of the 

possible impacts is occurring in Pima County.  

Pima County is a high desert environment with several mountain ranges.  

Groundwater conditions throughout the county are not homogeneous.  Thus, research 

into the extent of impacts from groundwater pumping considered the various different 

geologic formations throughout the County and groundwater conditions in each 

individual area.  

By analyzing all of the above information it was possible to identify the most 

significant water resource problems associated with municipal development.  Once the 

most significant problems were identified, effective ways to address the problems were 

proposed.  
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Constraints

Significant barriers exist to successfully integrating water resources into land use 

planning.   This report reviews and analyzes the existing institutional and legal constraints 

associated with integrating water resources into land use planning in Pima County.  Of 

paramount importance are the legal constraints associated with a county government 

attempting to regulate a water resource related issue.  

State statutes regarding water resources were analyzed to determine what 

authority Arizona counties, like Pima County, could rely on to address water resource 

concerns.  Very little litigation on the subject of county regulation of water resources has 

occurred.  In the absence of established case law on the specific subject matter, existing 

case law on related subject matter was analyzed to determine the likely limits of county 

authority on water resource regulation.  

Once the most significant water resource problems associated with municipal 

development and the likely limits of county authority were identified, policies were 

constructed to address the issues.  

Government policies must consider the wide range of interests within the 

community.  Integrating water resources into land use planning should not be a barrier 

to development but rather should facilitate well planned, sustainable development.    

In order to address this policy constraint, stakeholder interviews were conducted.  

Stakeholders, for the purposes of policy input, are defined as those that would be affected 

by the proposed policies.  Special attention was given to stakeholders that are likely to 

oppose the policies.  This additional consideration is given to facilitate fine tuning the 

policy recommendations to provide the intended protections with a minimum burden on 

stakeholders.  

Finally, conclusions were drawn about local policies designed to integrate land 

use and water resource planning.   Some general recommendations are given for other 
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cities and counties interested in furthering the connection between land use and water 

resource planning.   
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CHAPTER 3:  INTEGRATING LAND USE AND WATER RESOURCE 

PLANNING IN PIMA COUNTY

Introduction to Pima County

 Pima County is located in south central 

Arizona and borders Pinal and Maricopa Counties 

to the north, Yuma County to the west, Cochise 

County to the East and Santa Cruz County and 

Mexico to the south (Figure 3.1).  The U.S. 

Census Bureau estimated that Pima County was 

home to 924,765 people in July of 2005.  Over 

half of those residents (515,526) live within the 

City of Tucson and approximately 924,700 people 

were estimated to live in the Tucson Metropolitan 

area, which includes most of eastern Pima County 

and a small portion of Pinal County.   The rest of 

Pima County, outside of the Tucson Metropolitan 

Area, is very sparsely populated.  The Tucson Metropolitan area, located in eastern Pima 

County, is the center of population and government for Pima County.  Almost all of the 

development in Pima County is taking place in the Tucson Metropolitan Area, making 

Pima County the ��th fastest growing county in the country (U.S. Census Bureau, 2006).  

 Pima County is overwhelmingly dependent on groundwater.  Until 1992, Tucson 

relied exclusively on groundwater.  In 1992, Colorado River water began flowing into 

Pima County through the Central Arizona Project canal.  The canal travels 336 miles 

through Arizona from Lake Havasu on the Colorado River and is pumped 2,400 feet 

by fourteen different pumping plants to arrive in Tucson.  The canal has the capacity 

Figure 3.1.  Arizona Counties 
(Pima County in green)

Source: Mapwatch.com
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to deliver 2,250 cubic feet of water per second to the Tucson Area (U.S. Bureau of 

Reclamation, 2005).  

 Except for a short period in 1992, Colorado River water has not been directly 

delivered to municipal water customers in Pima County.    During this period Tucson 

Water, the largest water provider in the area, attempted to deliver water from CAP 

directly to some of its municipal water customers.  Due to differences in the chemical 

composition of the Colorado River water and the native groundwater that had been 

flowing through the pipes, the CAP water caused damage to appliances in customer’s 

houses and appeared rusty.  Direct CAP water delivery was halted in 1994 by the Tucson 

City Council.   As a result of the City Council decision to stop directly delivering CAP 

water, Tucson Water began construction of a recharge and recovery facility in the Avra 

Valley west of Tucson.  The recharge facility allows Tucson Water to recharge CAP water 

to the aquifer where it blends with native groundwater and can be pumped out of the 

ground nearby and served to customers without the problems experienced with direct 

delivery.  Many other water providers in Pima County also rely on recharge of CAP water 

to meet the regulatory requirements of Arizona state law but do not use the same recharge 

and recovery system that Tucson Water uses.  

CAP water is also used in Pima County for irrigation water for farming and 

industrial uses.  Additional water from the canal is also recharged into the ground for 

long-term storage (Central Arizona Water Conservation District, 2006).

All other municipal water providers in Pima County rely on native groundwater 

for their water supplies, though many offset some of their pumping with storage of 

CAP water or effluent in other locations.  There are no sources of surface water in Pima 

County that provide significant portions of municipal water portfolios and wastewater has 

not yet been used as a source of potable water.  Wastewater is being used throughout the 

greater Tucson Area as a source of turf and landscape irrigation water.  Reclaimed water, 
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as it is called, is wastewater that has been treated to a very high level of quality so that it 

can be used for irrigation purposes, such as golf courses, parks and gardens.  Reclaimed 

water is being used to offset the use of potable water for these uses.  

State Regulated Groundwater Management in Pima County

Much of Pima County and all of the Tucson Metropolitan Area are governed by 

strict state regulations on groundwater.   Water policy in the fastest growing areas of Pima 

County has been, until now, driven exclusively by state regulations.

In 1980, the Arizona Legislature adopted the Groundwater Management Act 

(GMA).  The Act and successive legislative decisions have established rules for the 

management and use of groundwater throughout Arizona.  Arizona’s Groundwater 

Management Act is often characterized as the most comprehensive and detailed 

groundwater management 

legislation in the United States.   

The GMA identified several 

areas of the State that have 

historically had the greatest 

groundwater level declines.  

These areas were designated 

as Active Management Areas 

(AMA).  In addition, several 

Irrigation Non-Expansion 

Areas were also designated.  

Figure 3.2 shows the location 

of AMAs and Irrigation Non-

Expansion Areas throughout 
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the State as they are today.   Areas not designated as AMAs or Irrigation Non-Expansion 

Areas have less restrictive regulations on the development of groundwater resources.  

AMAs, on the other hand, have much more restrictive groundwater regulations   Most 

of eastern Pima County is within the Tucson, Pinal or Santa Cruz AMAs while western 

Pima County, the San Pedro Valley and portions of the Cienega Valley are outside of the 

AMA boundaries as shown in Figure 3.3. 

Within the AMAs, there are strict regulations on the use of groundwater and 

the permitting of new wells.  Developers who wish to plat a new subdivision must 

demonstrate that sufficient water supplies exist to serve the proposed development for 

100-years (ARS §45-576).  These requirements are known as the Assured Water Supply 

(AWS) rules and were adopted in 1995 by the Arizona Department of Water Resources 

(ADWR).    The state requires that the developer or water providers demonstrate that they 

meet the five criteria for an AWS for new residential developments within the AMAs.  

1. The water supply must be physically, legally and continuously available for the 

next 100 years.

2. The water must meet water quality standards.

Figure 3.3.  Active Management Areas in Pima 
County

Pinal AMA

Tucson AMA

Santa Cruz AMA
Source: Pima County Mapguide
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3. The proposed water use must be consistent with the management goal of the 

AMA.

4. The proposed water use must be consistent with the current management plan 

of the AMA. (Each AMA adopts its own Management Plan which reflects local 

circumstances)

5. The developer must demonstrate the financial capability to construct any 

necessary water storage, treatment and delivery systems. 

When a municipal water service provider proves that they have met the five 

criteria for an assured water supply for their service area they are given a Designation of 

Assured Water Supply from ADWR.  Designated water service providers may add new 

customers to their systems but must periodically renew their designation.  Individual 

subdivisions may also prove their own assured water supplies and therefore bypass the 

necessity of connecting to a designated water provider.  Individual subdivisions that have 

met the five criteria for an assured water supply receive a Certificate of Assured Water 

Supply from ADWR.   Certificated developments may never add new customers to their 

systems but never have to renew their certificate or re-prove their water supply.

A developer wishing to build a new subdivision, therefore, has two options— 

connecting to a designated municipal water service provider or meeting the five criteria 

to receive a Certificate of Assured Water Supply.  (Meeting the requirements is a pre-

requisite of final subdivision platting.)   If they meet the criteria on their own they can 

create a new water service provider or connect to an existing un-designated water service 

provider. 

These rules would have severely limited the possibility of development in 

locations remote from the Central Arizona Project (CAP) if direct delivery of renewable 
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water supplies were required.  CAP water is the main source of renewable water for large 

areas of southern Arizona that are expanding rapidly.   The rules limit development by 

requiring that new subdivisions identify sources for all of the water that will be needed 

by the development for a 100-year period.  If groundwater is proposed as one of the 

sources, rule number three above requires that its use be consistent with the management 

goal of the AMA.  This requirement forces new subdivisions, inside of AMAs, to 

identify renewable water supplies to meet the demands of the development.    If physical 

deliveries were required, any area without access to infrastructure to carry CAP water 

to the development or access to another renewable water supply would be barred from 

subdividing.  In order to facilitate development in areas with no access to water supplies 

other than groundwater, the legislature created the Central Arizona Groundwater 

Replenishment District. 

The Central Arizona Groundwater Replenishment District (CAGRD) facilitates 

compliance with the regulation by providing groundwater replenishment services.  

Through a number of mechanisms, the CAGRD purchases water on behalf of its member 

and recharges it to aquifers.  Development can proceed by using locally available 

groundwater to meet the member’s needs while the CAGRD replenishes the statutorily 

required amount of water close to the CAP canal or other renewable water supplies.  This 

arrangement allows development to take place in any part of the CAGRD’s service area, 

even if it is far from a renewable water supply.

A separate set of rules regulate the impact of new wells on existing groundwater 

wells (Well-spacing requirements, 2006. Arizona Revised Statutes §45-599).  Applicants 

proposing to construct a new well must identify the area surrounding the proposed well 

in which the water table would be drawn down more than ten feet in the first five years of 

operation and also require that new wells “protect against regional subsidence.”   
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Limitation of the State Regulated System

While the GMA and AWS rules have made important connections between land 

use and water resource planning and have moved parts of Arizona toward greater water 

resource sustainability, they have not led to the full integration of water resources into 

land use planning.   The state laws could be seen as a minimum level of water resource 

consideration in land use approval, with higher levels of integration of water resource 

consideration left to local jurisdictions.   Implementation of the state regulations 

does provide guarantees that sufficient water exists to provide for the needs of new 

development for 100-years.  However, the rules may not fully address the concomitant 

impacts of developing the available water supplies.    

The first major limitation of the state regulations for Pima County is that all 

accounting of groundwater is done on a basin wide level.  This is sometimes called the 

“bathtub approach”.  Basin-wide accounting treats the entire groundwater basin like a 

large bathtub, assuming that if water-in equals water-out, the level of the bathtub will stay 

constant.  This simplification does not always provide an accurate portrayal of localized 

conditions within the basin.  In the greater Tucson Basin,2 which is the underlying basin 

in the fastest growing area of Pima County, this accounting approach has significant 

limitations and has led to large variations in groundwater levels that have already 

resulted in significant subsidence problems and environmental damage (Carpenter, 1999;  

Stromberg, et. al., 1992; Mason and Bota, 2006).

Another major limitation of the state regulations is that heavy reliance on the 

CAGRD has produced a modified “build and chase situation”.  Membership in the 

CAGRD has surpassed all expectations during its 14-year existence.  The CAGRD 

already has an annual recharge obligation for existing member homes of 50,000 acre-

2 As defined by the Arizona Department of Water Resources 
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feet (Central Arizona Groundwater Replenishment District, 2004).  This obligation is 

expected to grow to more than 225,000 acre-ft per year in 2015 as membership grows and 

existing homes require additional recharge (Central Arizona Groundwater Replenishment 

District, 2004).  The CAGRD acquires water to meet these obligations through a 

number of mechanisms; however, state law restricts the CAGRD from signing long-

term contracts for water rights.   The 2004 CAGRD plan of operations lists a myriad of 

sources that will be used to meet its obligations in the future, few of which is guaranteed 

by contract.  Thus, reliance on the CAGRD is in effect allowing development to proceed 

without a guaranteed future water supply.  The CAGRD must pursue water supplies 

each year to meet its obligations to replenish groundwater pumped by its members.  As 

demand for water increases, this task will likely become more challenging and complex.   

While this is a major problem, it is unlikely to be solved at the local level, as the CAGRD 

is governed by state legislation.  It will not be addressed in this report.

The well-spacing rules have also drawn some criticism for not providing adequate 

protection for existing water uses.  During ADWR’s recent rule making process for 

the new well-spacing requirements, Pima County authorities and other water experts 

advocated for more comprehensive rules requiring analysis of riparian impacts and 

protection of existing surface water rights holders.  The new rules promulgated by 

ADWR and approved by the Governor’s Regulatory Review Commission do not address 

these issues.  The new rules do not require public notification of all land owners or even 

all well owners within the ten-foot drawdown zone, which may mean that there is no 

administrative recourse to affected parties until the new well is developed and is affecting 

their land or water.  Additional consideration of water supply impacts associated with 

new development would ensure an appropriate public forum to explore the consequences 

of new wells on existing water users.
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Land Development and Water Supply in Pima County

In the area of Pima County that is within the Tucson AMA there are two types 

of water service providers: designated water providers and un-designated water service 

providers.  The seven designated water service providers: Tucson Water, Metro Water, 

Vail, Rancho Sahuarita, Marana, Oro Valley and Spanish Trail, have met the five criteria 

for an assured water supply and can therefore add new customers to their systems.  

(There are no designated water providers in the Pima County areas of either the Pinal 

or Santa Cruz AMAs.)   A number of undesignated water service providers also operate 

within Pima County.   Water companies that do not have a designation of assured water 

supply are companies that began operating before the Assured Water Supply Rules were 

adopted in 1996 and have not met the five criteria for achieving a designation.  These 

companies can continue to operate but are barred from adding new subdivisions to their 

systems unless the subdivisions have their own certificates of assured water supply.

In the Tucson AMA, the management goal is “safe-yield by the year 2025”.   The 

calculation of safe-yield is complex and includes multiple inflows and outflows that 

are beyond the scope of this report.   In general, safe-yield means that in a basin-wide 

accounting inflow equals outflow.   This is particularly important because criterion 

number three of the AWS rules requires that all groundwater use be consistent with the 

management goal of the AMA.  This is one of the most progressive elements of the AWS 

rules.  For water providers in the Tucson AMA, this means that if they are pumping more 

groundwater than allowed by the regulations, they must offset the extra groundwater that 

they pump.  The most common avenue for meeting this requirement for subdivisions 

that lie outside the service area of a designated service provider is to join the CAGRD.  

Most of the designated water service providers in the Tucson AMA have also joined the 

CAGRD to offset some of their excess groundwater use.   
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The CAGRD has two types of members:  Member Service Areas and Member 

Lands.  Municipal water providers, such as Tucson Water, join the CAGRD as Member 

Service Areas while individual subdivisions can join the CAGRD as Member Lands.  

Joining the CAGRD as a Member Land has been a popular way of meeting the AWS 

requirements in Pima County.  A survey, done for this report, of subdivision plats 

approved in Pima County from 2000 to 2005, shows that 10% of the subdivisions platted 

enrolled in the CAGRD as Member Lands.  This represented 5,698 parcels or 35% of 

the parcels platted during that period.   The other 65% connected to designated water 

providers like Tucson Water or were platted outside of the AMA boundaries.    

The heavy reliance of new development in Pima County on the CAGRD poses 

some potential problems to the sustainability of these developments and the surrounding 

areas.   The CAGRD allows development to proceed in compliance with the AWS rules 

in any area of the basin that has sufficient local groundwater for 100-years.  There is 

no requirement that CAGRD recharge water for its members in such a way so that the 

recharged water will eventually flow back under the subdivisions and be available for 

use.  In most cases, the renewable water that is recharged to offset the use of groundwater 

never flows back into the cone of depression created by the pumping.   

   Figure 3.4 shows the general groundwater flow path through the Tucson AMA 

and the location of the three recharge facilities that CAGRD uses to recharge CAP 

water.  The flow is generally from the southern border with the Santa Cruz AMA north 

or northwest through the Upper Santa Cruz sub-basin of the AMA traveling between the 

Rincon and Santa Rita Mountains near Vail, Arizona.    Groundwater exits the Upper 

Santa Cruz sub-basin through the Rillito narrows between the Tucson and Tortolita 

Mountains, flowing into the northern part of the Avra Valley sub-basin where it continues 

its north-northwest course to where it exits the Tucson AMA into the Pinal AMA through 

the gap between the Silver Bell and Picacho Mountains (Mason and Bota, 2006).    The 
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Figure 3.4.  Groundwater Flow through the Tucson Active Management Area

Source:  ADWR, 2006
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recharge facilities are all located along the Santa Cruz River, one south of the City of 

Tucson at Pima Mine Road and two northwest of the City in the Town of Marana.

Water recharged at the three basins percolates through the ground and eventually 

begins to move along the general flow path of groundwater through the basin.  In 

locations where the replenished water flows back under the development and replaces 

the water that has been removed by pumping, the system is sustainable and in long-term 

balance.  This is unfortunately not the case in most areas of the Tucson basin.  Figure 3.5 

shows the locations of CAGRD member subdivisions in eastern Pima County.  Many of 

these developments are hydraulically up-gradient from recharge facilities, meaning that 

the recharged water will not flow toward the development.  Groundwater levels under 

such developments will continue to fall and could eventually threaten the reliability of the 

water supply.

As this unsustainable situation has begun to manifest itself, the difference between 

the two types of CAGRD members and their capabilities for addressing future water 

supply problems has been highlighted.   Member Service Areas are typically much larger 

than Member Lands and have a centralized decision making body.  The decision-making 

body may be the city or town council or a water company board of directors.  Member 

Lands are subdivisions averaging around 200 homes but sometimes containing fewer than 

a dozen homes.3   Many have only home owners associations as governing bodies.  These 

differences in size and governance lead to significant differences in the ability to manage 

for long-term sustainability.  Smaller, less organized water providers may not be able 

to mobilize the resources necessary to solve complex water supply problems.  Member 

Lands also typically have small well fields, which have limited flexibility for shifting 

pumpage away from sensitive areas when localized problems do arise.

3 Based on survey of subdivision plats approved in Pima County 2000-2005.
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Figure 3.5.  CAGRD Members in the Tucson AMA

Source:  CAGRD, 2004
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Two examples exist in Pima County of municipal water providers, that are 

CAGRD Member Service Areas mobilizing resources to address water supply concerns.  

Tucson Water realized that continued reliance on groundwater, specifically pumping of its 

Central Well Field, would have unacceptable consequences for its customers.    Tucson 

Water was able to mobilize resources to complete the Clearwater Facility in Avra Valley 

and the conveyance system from the Valley to Tucson, allowing it to deliver a renewable 

blend of CAP and groundwater.   Tucson Water was then able to reduce pumping of its 

Central Well Field which has halted the drawdown of the localized water table and has 

even begun to show a slight rebound (Tucson Water, 2006).  

Likewise, in the northwest area of Tucson, several CAGRD Member Service 

Areas are working toward building the necessary infrastructure to deliver renewable 

water to their customers.  The water providers, including Metro Water, Oro Valley, 

Marana, and Flowing Wells Irrigation District, have realized that the state regulated 

system does not provide a sustainable physical water supply for their customers.  Metro 

Water and Oro Valley have experienced water level declines within their service areas  

and realize that delivering renewable water is the only sustainable path (Tenney, 2006; 

Ruiz, 2006).  The capital investment for extending CAP to these providers is estimated 

to cost between $97 and $182 million, depending on the treatment system used (Arizona 

Department of Water Resources, 2005).  The northwest area is using the CAGRD as a 

bridge, replenishing water near CAP infrastructure until additional infrastructure can be 

extended to deliver renewable water to their service areas.

Unfortunately, the CAGRD has also facilitated development in many areas that 

are unlikely to ever be connected to renewable water supplies.  Dozens of Member 

Lands have developed in areas that are so remote from renewable supplies and have such 

limited resources that it is hard to imagine any mechanism for constructing the necessary 

infrastructure to connect these areas to renewable water supplies.
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In most cases, Member Lands are located in fringe areas or long distances from 

municipal service providers (Figure 3.5).  Most of the Member Lands are located south 

of Tucson in the Green Valley/Sahuarita Area. Pima County is the land use authority for 

all of the land in this area outside of the incorporated area of Sahuarita.   In recent years, 

the number of Member Lands in the northern portion of the AMA, straddling the Pima/

Pinal border, has increased and a number of new Member Lands have been developed 

in the eastern area of the county near Vail.  All of these areas are hydrologically isolated 

from the replenishment being done on their behalf elsewhere in the basin.  This means 

that the groundwater being withdrawn from the aquifer by these subdivisions is not being 

replaced in a way that will eventually give the subdivisions access to the replenished 

water.  Without intervention, groundwater tables under these subdivisions will likely 

continue to fall until the detrimental effects of groundwater pumping threaten the 

economic stability, environment and infrastructure of the community.  

Many of these areas lie significant distances from renewable supplies.  The capital 

and operational costs of constructing infrastructure and delivering renewable water 

supplies at these distances can be sizable, in most cases exceeding what is considered 

feasible or acceptable to residents.  In 1998, ADWR commissioned a study to investigate 

extending the CAP aqueduct down to the Sahuarita-Green Valley area. The study found 

that the approximately 20 mile pipeline from Pima Mine Rd. to Elephant Head Road 

would cost between $4.4 million and $6.4 million per year (1998 dollars). This cost 

includes the annual capital repayment and the energy costs of pumping 81,000 to 88,500 

acre-ft of water over 1,000 feet uphill to the terminus of the pipeline (Malcolm Pirnie and 

Associates, 1998).   

The feasibility study for extending the CAP from Pima Mine Rd. to Elephant 

Head Rd. was completed in 1998.  No further significant actions have been taken to move 

the project from “feasibility” to implementation despite the sizable demand for water in 
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the extension area.  This highlights the difficulty and likelihood of CAP extensions in the 

near future.

 The relationship between the general groundwater flow path, recharge facility 

locations and development patterns in Pima County is a key example of a lack of 

integrated land use and water resource planning.  The Assured Water Supply Rules 

and the CAGRD are innovative water policies that are intended to support sustainable 

development while keeping infrastructure costs down; however, their implementation in 

Pima County has lacked a critical link between the location of recharge facilities and the 

location of groundwater pumping.  Without this link, development is allowed to proceed 

that is likely to lead to localized groundwater level declines.  

Current Physical Conditions 

A significant body of hydrologic data is available for eastern Pima County that 

documents the historical changes in groundwater levels and predicts future changes.  

ADWR monitors water use at all wells capable of pumping more than 3� gallons 

per minute inside the boundaries of the AMAs.  Studies have been completed on the 

hydrogeology and geology of most AMAs and great efforts have been taken to construct 

hydrologic models that can accurately simulate present conditions and predict future 

groundwater conditions.  ADWR recently completed a new regional groundwater flow 

model and modeling report for the Tucson AMA (Mason and Bota, 2006).  No analysis 

has been done on the area of Pima County that lies outside of the AMA.  As part of the 

modeling effort, a comprehensive analysis was done of current groundwater levels in 

the Tucson Basin and the historical changes in groundwater levels were also studied.  

ADWR used the information to create groundwater level change maps for the basin and 

a groundwater flow model that can be used to simulate future groundwater conditions in 

the basin. 
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The ADWR map showing water level declines throughout the Tucson basin 

between 1940 and 1995 is shown in Figure 3.6.  During this period, large cones of 

depression formed in the Avra Valley, in central Tucson, in southern Tucson near the 

junction of I-10 and I-19 and near Sahuarita.  In these areas, the groundwater levels had 

fallen 100 to 200 feet in 45 years.�  The groundwater model was used to simulate aquifer 

water levels throughout the basin at successive periods every five years until 2025.  The 

predictions assumed that the population of eastern Pima County would expand from 

850,000 residents to 1.5 million residents over the next twenty years.

The model contains several other assumptions of the supply and demand for 

groundwater, the use of effluent, and the amount of CAP water recharged and the location 

of recharge activities during the next 20 years.  These assumptions are collectively 

called the “base case scenario assumptions” because they are considered the likely future 

conditions.  It is important to note that the modeling effort is partially to predict adverse 

future conditions and act to avert them.  

 The simulation of aquifer conditions in 2025 shows that the distribution of 

groundwater throughout the regional aquifer would continue to bifurcate into areas of 

localized groundwater level increase due to recharge and deep cones of depression.  

Figure 3.7 shows the model simulated groundwater levels for the Tucson AMA in 2025.  

The model predicts that water levels in the eastern portion of the AMA, in the 

area between Tanque Verde Creek and Rincon Creek, would fall by as much as 200 feet 

between 2000 and 2025 due to groundwater pumping for new development.  This is in 

addition to declines existing prior to 2000 of 50 to100 feet.  

Several new cones of depression are expected to open up throughout the Basin 

in areas where new residential developments have been built or are planned.  In the Vail 

�   ADWR is currently compiling the data from a 2005 well sweep that will provide an updated map of 
groundwater declines to date.  The new map was not available for inclusion in this report.
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Figure 3.6.  Groundwater level change 1940-1995

Source:  ADWR, 2006
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Figure 3.7.  Groundwater level change 2000-2025

Source:  ADWR, 2006
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area, groundwater levels are expected to decline 100 feet, in an area that previously had 

not seen any groundwater depletion.  In addition, several existing cones of depression 

that were less than 50 feet deep at the observed condition in 1999 are expected to deepen 

by as much as 150 feet.   

In Tucson’s central well field, the model predicts that groundwater levels would 

rise as much as 75 ft in response to significant reductions in groundwater pumping in 

that area by Tucson Water.  The model also projects large localized groundwater level 

increases (mounds) under the locations of the three-groundwater storage facilities.  The 

groundwater level in the vicinity of the two recharge facilities in Marana is anticipated to 

rise 75 feet between 2000 and 2025, making the depth to groundwater about 100 feet. The 

mound under the Pima Mine Rd. Recharge Facility is expected to rise 200 feet, putting 

the groundwater level very close to the surface of the land. �  These projections point to 

problematic groundwater distribution issues throughout the AMA.  The model confirms 

that water recharged at underground storage facilities to offset groundwater pumping will 

never replenish many of the cones of depression formed by the pumping.6  

One of the most disturbing effects of groundwater pumping that the model 

illustrates, is the horizontal extent of some of the cones of depression.  Some, including 

the cone in the Vail area, show water level declines of as much as 50 feet occurring 

miles away from the location where the water is being removed.  With such far-reaching 

effects, impacts could be felt at significant distances from where pumping is occurring.   

The literature highlights some of problems associated with these types of 

groundwater level declines.   And many local water experts have pointed out the 

problems associated with localized groundwater depletions of far less than those allowed 
� (Mason and Luciniu, 2006) The modeled groundwater height above MSL in 2025, under the Avra Valley 
and Lower Santa Cruz Recharge Facilities is 1,675 feet.  The modeled groundwater height above MSL in 
2025, under the Pima Mine Road Recharge Facility is 2,250 feet.
6 (Mason and Luciniu, 2006) As with all models, the results and simulations are subject to the accuracy and 
assumptions of the model.

Source: ADWR
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by the Assured Water Supply Rules (Ferris, Megdal, and Eden, 2006; Megdal, 2002; 

Maddock, 2006; Tucson AMA Safe-Yield Task Force, 2000).  The first criterion of the 

Assured Water Supply Rules requires that water be physically, legally and continuously 

available for 100-years.  In the Tucson AMA, where most of the development in 

Pima County is occurring, physical availability of groundwater means that localized 

groundwater levels will not fall below 1,000 feet below the surface of the land.  Reducing 

groundwater levels by much less than 1,000 feet could likely cause significant problems 

with subsidence, environmental damage and water quality and would significantly 

increase the costs of pumping the water (Maddock, 2006).    In fact, as will be shown 

in the following sections of this report, some of these effects have already manifested 

themselves in several locations throughout Pima County. 

Ecological Issues  

The Santa Cruz River was once a “verdant riparian system with a lush canopy 

provided by cottonwood and willow trees” (Glennon, 2002).  It was home to multiple 

aquatic species and the surrounding riparian area was home to many plant and animal 

species that depended on the continuous flows in the river.  Decades of groundwater 

pumping have significantly reduced the duration and extent of perennial flows in the 

river and lowered the groundwater table below the root zone of riparian trees and shrubs.  

Today, the Santa Cruz River is a dry river bed.  Most of its lush canopy of cottonwood 

and willow is gone.  The loss to the wildlife that depended on it and to communities 

along the river has been significant.   

Stromberg et al. (1992) found that a similar condition was developing along the 

Tanque Verde Creek.  They looked at conditions of the mesquite bosque along the Creek 

and showed that the trees were stressed by groundwater declines, and that stress levels 

were approaching lethal levels.
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While much of the riparian habitat that once existed in the Tucson area is gone, 

several valuable riparian areas still exist (Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan, 2002).   

However, the predictions illustrated by the Tucson Basin Modeling Report completed 

by ADWR indicate that future changes in groundwater levels could impact some of the 

remaining riparian areas causing cause additional ecological losses.  

This deepening cone of depression in the area between Tanque Verde Creek 

and Rincon Creek (both classified as Important Riparian Areas by the Sonoran Desert 

Conservation Plan) could change the groundwater hydrology in the area, drawing water 

away from Tanque Verde Creek.  The cone of depression predicted in the Vail area will 

likely draw water away from Cienega Creek, potentially reducing flows in the Creek, 

and lowering groundwater tables in the area.  The widely spread effects that are expected 

from this cone of depression could even affect the rate and direction of groundwater 

flow to wet cave resources such as those in Colossal Cave Mountain Park and on 

nearby private lands. One wet cave contains the only known location of the Arkensone 

Pseudoscorpion, a species for which the County is seeking coverage under the Multi-

species Conservation Plan (Fonseca, 2006). 

These two areas and a few others are especially vulnerable to groundwater 

pumping because they are in small, isolated subbasins with very limited or highly 

variable inflows.   While the state regulatory system treats the Tucson Basin as one 

homogeneous basin, it is actually made up of several smaller subbasins.   The Pima 

County Regional Flood Control District has recently completed a GIS database of 

subbasins in eastern Pima County.  The subbasin database identifies areas of eastern Pima 

County that have unique groundwater characteristics.  The map is based on geological 

and hydrogeological features that differentiate and separate different subbasins.    Figure 
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Source: Pima County Regional Flood Control District

Figure 3.8.  Hydrologeologic subbasins and bedrock in eastern Pima County
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3.8 shows the Pima County Regional Flood Control District subbasin map of eastern 

Pima County. 

 Some of the subbasins may require management strategies that account for local 

conditions.  The Arivaca, Sopori, and Upper Cienega basins have especially limited 

storage capacities and are supplied predominantly by mountain front recharge rather 

than subflow from other basins.  These areas also have significant riparian areas that 

depend on high groundwater levels.  For these reasons, these areas should be viewed as 

having a limited carrying capacity. Groundwater pumping beyond a certain level will 

have detrimental effects on the area and few options exist for offsetting the groundwater 

pumping.  

In the Arivaca subbasin, the Arivaca Water Education Taskforce (AWET) 

estimated that the groundwater had already been over-allocated by 250% (Arivaca 

Watershed Education Taskforce, 2000).   This means that if all of the existing water rights 

were being exercised, two and a half times as much water would be removed from the 

system as is recharged each year.  This would all but assure the dewatering of Arivaca 

Creek and the eventual collapse of the local water table.  Fortunately, not all of the water 

rights are being exercised to their full extent, but nothing in the state regulatory system 

or local land use policies could prevent these water rights from being exercised.  While 

the state regulated system is too coarse to recognize the specific localized constraints of 

these subbasins, local land use policies could be used to provide protection against over 

extraction of groundwater.   

Pima County has acted to protect these and other remaining areas by adoption of 

the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan (SDCP) and Conservation Lands System (CLS).  

The CLS provides protection against destruction of habitat by land conversion, but it 

does not protect against damage done by falling groundwater tables.  The state-regulated 

basin-wide accounting method, allowing large amounts of groundwater to be removed 
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from one area of the basin as long as an offsetting amount is recharged elsewhere, leaves 

open the possibility that localized aquifer depletions will lead to loss or damage to 

riparian areas.  This system is inadequate to protect the critical riparian habitat in Pima 

County identified by the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan.  Some specific areas that 

have been shown to be vulnerable to groundwater pumping are Arivaca Creek (Pima 

Association of Governments, 2006), Sabino Creek, Tanque Verde Creek and Cienega 

Creek (Geosystems Analysis, 2003) 

Subsidence and other Economic Costs

The problems of land subsidence and 

earth fissures have also occurred in Pima 

County.  In 1988, an earth fissure in the northern 

Avra Valley area of Pima County damaged the 

CAP canal (Figure 3.9).   In Tucson, Tucson 

Water voluntarily removed over 25 wells in its 

Central Wellfield from normal production due to 

subsidence concerns.  Because of Tucson Water’s 

sophisticated distribution and storage network 

they were able to shift production from the wells 

to other less sensitive areas and offset them by use 

of recovered CAP water.  

Subsidence has probably also caused damage to other infrastructure as well, but 

definitively showing that subsidence has occurred is extremely difficult.  Placing a value 

on the economic costs of subsidence has also been difficult because of the complexity 

of definitively showing cause and effect, assigning economic value, and identifying and 

mapping all of the subsidence areas.  

Figure 3.9.  CAP canal damaged by 
subsidence

Source: U.S. Geological Survey
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 Other economic impacts are also likely as groundwater levels decline.  In the 

Camino del Cerro subdivision in the Tucson Mountains, the wells of some residents have 

dried up as groundwater levels have fallen below the reach of their wells.  A number of 

residents of the subdivision recently petitioned the county to establish an improvement 

district that would provide them with municipal water services.  Most of the homes 

currently get their water from private or shared wells.  In the last several years some of 

those wells have begun to go dry and at least nine of the properties are hauling water 

to meet their needs (Pima County, 2005).  The initial estimates for the price tag of the 

water infrastructure extension and other improvements topped $3.7 million dollars (Pima 

County, 2005), an average of approximately $43,000 per property owner.  

The County Board eventually voted down the improvement district because of 

the high costs for land owners (Pima County Board of Supervisors, 2005), but about 

half of the properties in the area are still vacant, parcel sales and lots splits are common 

and several new housing starts have taken place in the area.  Each new home represents 

an additional demand on an already stressed and limited water supply, placing new and 

existing residents at risk.  The Camino del Cerro subdivision was platted in 1971.  At 

the time, no consideration was given to the limited groundwater resources on which the 

future residents would rely.  Pima County can work to minimize these types of situations 

by considering water resource impacts in future land use decisions.  

Current Land Use Policies in Pima County

The unsustainable use of water resources in Pima County is in part a result of 

land use planning policies that have not given adequate consideration to water resource 

constraints.  In 2001, Pima County adopted policies outlined in its comprehensive 

plan aimed at protecting water resources.  However,  the policies outlined in the 
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comprehensive plan are for the most part aspirational and have not been fully 

implemented.   

The Pima County Comprehensive Plan Update, Water Resources Element 

Policies, states that the policy of the County will be to (inter alia):  limit pumping near 

shallow groundwater, limit human water use in certain areas, prevent subsidence, restore 

and preserve natural areas, and protect remote basins.  By adopting this plan, the Board 

of Supervisors has identified the most serious water resource impacts of development.   

In practice, however, the current procedures for review of new developments do not 

adequately assess the impacts that development could have on the riparian and water 

resources that Pima County intends to protect.  While some progress has been made 

toward implementing some of these policies, very little has been done to bring the land 

use approval and subdivision approval process in line with the intent of the policies.

The SDCP further identifies and maps many of the areas that are referenced in 

the above policy statement.  The SDCP identifies areas of shallow groundwater, areas in 

which human water use should be limited, and the areas of Pima County that are most 

important, from a biological standpoint, to protect and preserve.  The SDCP provides an 

excellent scientific basis on which to base land use policies aimed at protecting against 

losses to natural resources.  Further, protecting these resources requires more than just 

restricting the footprint of development.  Groundwater pumping on adjacent property, 

outside of the Conservation Lands System, can have a significant impact on these riparian 

areas.    

Pima County Development Services currently requires that new (legal) 

subdivisions demonstrate that they have met the state regulated requirements for a 100-

year Assured Water Supply within the AMA or 100-year Adequate Water Supply outside 

the AMA.  Figure 3.10 shows a flow chart of the land use decision-making process.  (Not 

all developments are required to go through all of the steps.)  As shown in the flow chart, 
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the only point at which water resource information is included in the decision making 

calculus is at the subdivision plat approval stage.  Subdivision proposals that have been 

granted an amendment to the comprehensive plan or a zoning change have already 

cleared the most important hurdles in the development process before any water supply 

information is provided.  At this point, the County has already agreed to the development 

of the land and the only decision left to be made is the exact characteristics of that 

development.  

 When water resource information is finally provided to Development Services, 

it is inadequate to make informed decisions about the impacts of the development.  New 

subdivisions being platted throughout Pima County need only prove that a municipal 

water provider with an Assured Water Supply designation will supply their water or 

that they have received their Assured Water Supply certificate from the ADWR.  No 

additional analysis is done to identify the impact of the new demand on water supplies.  

Even in cases where new wells will be drilled to supply water to the subdivision, 

developers are not required to provide information to Development Services about the 

Figure 3.10.  Pima County Land use decision making chart

Source: Andrew Schwarz
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location or capacity of the new wells.  The only analysis of hydrologic impact from the 

pumping is done pursuant to the state regulations.

The water companies, who will eventually provide water to these subdivisions, 

are also not required to do any analysis of the impact that the added demand created by 

the new subdivision will have.  Development Services provides the water providers with 

a copy of the subdivision plat for review of the development.  Interviews with the four 

largest designated water providers in Pima County were conducted for this investigation.  

The water providers confirmed that they only make sure that the development is 

consistent with their Assured Water Supply designation and that they have (or can 

add) the infrastructure to deliver the water to the users (DeSpain and Meaders, 2006; 

Nelson, 2006; Ruiz, 2006; Tenney, 2006).  In fact, within the defined service area of 

a water provider, they must provide water service.  Within their service areas, water 

providers lack the mandate and authority to deny service to subdivisions that would have 

unacceptable impacts.

The following two chapters of this report will detail the legal constraints 

associated with Pima County attempting to integrate their land use and water resource 

planning activities and how specific policies could be formulated to address the unique 

conditions that exist in Pima County.  
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CHAPTER 4:  LEGAL ISSUES

Two legal questions are raised by counties attempting to regulate water resource 

impacts as a component of development review.  First, do counties have the authority 

to regulate on this subject?  In Arizona, the powers of counties are narrowly restricted.  

Southwest Gas vs. Mohave Co., 937 P.2d 696 (Ariz. 1997).  Counties are only allowed 

to regulate on subject matter for which the state legislature has expressly conferred or 

implied powers.  So the question arises:  Has the state of Arizona given this authority to 

counties through the state constitution or subsequent legislation?  Second, do state laws 

relating to the regulation of water resources preempt counties from regulating water 

resource impacts?  The state has occupied the field of regulation in a number of water 

resource areas.  Has the state left any room for counties to regulate on related issues?  

In the context of these legal issues, a county action attempting to regulate water 

resource impacts of development would need to be framed very narrowly.  The action, 

such as a formal policy or ordinance, must be justified under the narrowly restricted 

powers of a county and must not conflict with any state law.   

To date, no county in Arizona has adopted an ordinance or policy designed 

to require review of development proposals for potential adverse impacts related to 

water supply development.  Cochise County has adopted perhaps the most far reaching 

policies in its Sierra Vista Sub-Watershed Water Conservation and Management Policy 

Plan, adopted March 21, 2006.  The policies state, inter alia, that all new commercial 

and high density residential development should be served by regulated water and 

wastewater providers; an overlay zoning district may be used to implement specific 

water conservation and management site development standards; and new residential 

developments proposed as subdivisions or which require rezoning shall include plans for 

incorporation of water saving features such as recharge systems.  The actions of Cochise 
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County differ significantly from the actions proposed in this report, but show one of the 

ways in which an Arizona county is attempting to connect land use decisions and water 

resource impacts.  To date, no legal actions have been advanced to challenge Cochise 

County’s policies.

No legal precedent exists on the specific actions suggested in this report; however, 

clear tests exist for addressing each of the legal issues cited above.   Using these tests and 

the decisions in past cases, a reasonable case could be made defending a county action 

that is narrowly constructed to regulate specific concomitant impacts of water supply 

development as a result of land development.  

County Authority

In enacting an ordinance, counties only have the law-making powers that have 

been “expressly conferred by statute or necessarily implied there from.”  Maricopa 

County v. Southern Pacific Co., 162 P.2d 619 (Ariz. 1945).  Any county policy or other 

action must find its authority in the powers delegated to the county by the state legislature 

or constitution.    

The inclusion of “expressly implied” powers broadens the authority of local 

governments.  The court in Fergus v. Brady 115 N.E. 393, 396 (Ill. 1917) defined the 

difference stating:

“An express authority is one given in direct terms, definitely and explicitly, and 

not left to inference or to implication as distinguished from authority which is 

general, implied, or not directly stated or given.” 

Implied powers are derived from express powers.   The “implied powers of county 

board[s] of supervisors do not exist independently of legislative grant of express powers 

since the only function of an implied power is to aid in carrying into effect a power 

expressly granted.”  Associated Dairy Products Co. v. Page, 206 P.2d 1041 (Ariz. 1949).
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County policies, in Arizona, aimed at considering the water resource impacts 

associated with a proposed development during discretionary land use decisions could 

rely on several state statutes to justify the exercise of county jurisdiction.

A.R.S. § 11-251(17) allows counties to “adopt provisions necessary to preserve 

the health of the county . . .”

A.R.S. § 11-251(30) specifies that counties may “make and enforce all local, 

police, sanitary and other regulations not in conflict with general law” (emphasis 

added.)

A.R.S. § 11-802:  states that “the board of supervisors of a county, in order to 

conserve and promote the public health, safety, convenience and general welfare 

… shall plan and provide for the future growth and improvement of its area of 

jurisdiction, and coordinate all public improvements in accordance therewith, 

form a planning and zoning commission to consult with and advise it regarding 

matters of planning, zoning, and subdivision platting and in the manner provided 

in this chapter, adopt and enforce such rules, regulations, ordinances and plans as 

may apply to the development of its area of jurisdiction” (emphasis added.)

A. R. S. § 11-806.01 requires counties to “regulate the subdivision of all 

lands within its corporate limits, except subdivisions which are regulated by 

municipalities”.
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A.R.S. § 11-8217 (Growing Smarter Plus-2000) requires counties of greater than 

125,000 residents to include a water resources element in the comprehensive plan 

that addresses:

(a) The known legally and physically available surface water, groundwater and 

effluent supplies.

(b) The demand for water that will result from future growth projected in the 

county plan, added to existing uses. 

(c) An analysis of how the demand for water that will result from future growth 

projected in the comprehensive plan will be served by the water supplies 

identified in subdivision (a) of this paragraph or a plan to obtain additional 

necessary water supplies.

A.R.S. §11-251 provides counties with the authority to adopt ordinances and 

policies to protect county residents and to enforce those ordinances.   A.R.S. §11-802 

and §11-806 provide the justification and authority for counties to enact ordinances and 

policies for regulating development within the county’s corporate limits and outside 

of incorporated areas within those limits.  A.R.S. §11-821 requires larger counties to 

consider water resources as a component of the growth plan.  By requiring counties to 

plan for water resource constraints on land use decisions, the State seems to have implied 

additional county authority in the field of water resources.  If the law vests no authority in 

the county to consider the impact of a development on its water resources plan, then the 

law is rendered meaningless. 

Little litigation exists in Arizona on the specific subject of local authority to 

regulate water resources.  On the subject of water supply adequacy, only one outdated 

7  The Arizona State Legislature has appropriated $20,000,000 per year to support the implementation 
of various elements of the Growing Smarter and Growing Smarter Plus legislation.   (Arizona State 
Legislature Website- www.azleg.gov/jlbc/01approp/bd2.pdf)
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case provides any legal direction on the ability of counties to deny subdivision approval 

on the basis of water supply adequacy.  In Owens v. Glenarm Land Company, 539 P.2d 

544 (Ariz. 1975), the Arizona Court of Appeals stated that: “in our opinion [A.R.S. 

§11-806.01] does not grant to the county the authority to inquire into the availability 

of water.” However, Justice Donofrio, in a specifically concurring opinion, rejected the 

opinion of the majority for its exclusive reliance on A.R.S. §11-806.01.  Donofrio stated 

that:

“[A.R.S. §11-251, §11-802, and §11-806.01] give by implication the legal 

authority to the County Board of Supervisors to enact an ordinance providing for 

proof of availability of water before approval of a proposed subdivision.”

The Glenarm court unanimously found in favor of the plaintiff, Glenarm Land 

Company, because Yavapai County did not have an existing regulation or ordinance in 

place at the time of the subdivision plat denial.  Therefore, there was no standard by 

which the County could judge the adequacy of the water supply in question.  

The Glenarm decision was handed down in 1975, before the Groundwater 

Management Act and other state water adequacy regulations such as the Assured and 

Adequate Water Supply rules.  These changes in legislation probably preempt counties 

from adopting a regulation or ordinance on the matter of water supply adequacy, at least 

within Active Management Areas.  What is still important today about the Glenarm 

decision is that the court was divided on the subject of county authority to deny 

subdivision approval based on water supply availability.  

One interpretation of the majority Glenarm decision is that counties only have the 

authority given in A.R.S. §11-806.01 to adopt ordinances that regulate the approval of 

subdivision plats.  Given this interpretation, it seems unlikely that counties could justify 
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an ordinance constructed to establish a standard for acceptable water supply impacts of 

subdivisions and require subdivision plat denial if impacts exceed the standard.

Another interpretation, drawing from Justice Donofrio’s opinion, would hold 

that counties can draw on all of the powers given to them to justify an ordinance that 

regulated subdivision approval.  Given this interpretation, a county might be able to 

go beyond considering water resource impacts at the discretionary land use stage of 

development approval and consider those impacts at the subdivision plat stage.  The 

legal arguments in favor of this interpretation are far more dubious; however, the added 

controls would provide much broader protections.

The decision in Glenarm is essentially the only opinion expressed on the subject 

of county authority to deny subdivision approval on the basis of water resource concerns.   

New legislation has significantly changed the legal landscape since Glenarm.  

Most importantly, on the issue of county authority, Growing Smarter Plus (A.R.S. §11-

821) added a requirement that large counties adopt a water resources element for their 

comprehensive plan.  The legislation gives no explicit authority to counties to exercise 

jurisdiction over any aspect of water resource regulation.  It only requires that counties 

assess their water supplies and water demands and plan for the expected increases in 

water demand.  The Arizona Department of Commerce states on its website that the 

planning for water resources element of Growing Smarter Plus is intended to “provide 

the opportunity for local governments to consider water demand in tandem with land use, 

anticipated growth areas, and infrastructure.”  The question arises from this requirement, 

if a county cannot identify sufficient sources of water to meet the needs of its planned 

growth, what recourse does the county have?  How can the county re-align planned 

growth and water resource availability without down zoning or denying subdivision 

approval on the basis of water supply adequacy?   And if the water resource supplies 

and growth plan are in balance, can the county deny plan amendments and rezoning 
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requests that might increase the development intensity potential of an area and potentially 

unbalance the plan?  It appears likely that Growing Smarter Plus at least gives counties 

the authority to require water resource information as a part of plan amendment proposals 

and rezoning proposals so that the county may, at a minimum, assess the water resource 

impacts of the amendment or rezoning on the plan. 

Justifying Specific County Policies

County policies requiring the consideration of water resource impacts on 

discretionary land use decisions would have to be justified using the statutes listed above.  

Policies would have to be designed to protect the public health, safety, convenience 

and general welfare of county residents.  Additional justification could also be found by 

tailoring the policies to ensure that decisions were consistent with the water resources 

element of the comprehensive plan required by Growing Smarter Plus.    

The authority to regulate land use to protect the health, safety, convenience and 

general welfare of county residents has been interpreted broadly by the United States 

Supreme Court and been used widely by cities and counties to regulate a wide range of 

activities.

In Euclid v. Ambler, 47 S. Ct. 114 (Sup. Ct. 1926), The United States Supreme 

Court upheld the authority of a city to deny development approval on the basis of zoning 

codes that had been adopted by the city.  This seminal case sustained municipal authority 

to deny development that could be shown to compromise the health, safety, convenience 

and general welfare of the community.    

The court in Euclid v. Ambler found that separating different kinds of land use, 

such as industrial, commercial, and residential, into specific zones and only permitting 

like land uses to proceed in each zone bore “a rational relation to the health and safety of 

the community.” 
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The court recognized that the city could more effectively promote “the health and 

security from injury of children and others by separating dwelling houses from 

territory devoted to trade and industry; suppression and prevention of disorder; 

… and other general welfare ordinances; aiding the health and safety of the 

community by excluding from residential areas the confusion and danger of fire, 

contagion and disorder which in greater or less degree attach to the location of 

stores, shops and factories.” 

The court broadly interpreted the power of cities to adopt regulations to protect the 

health, safety and general welfare of residents.  This broad interpretation was based on a 

three pronged set of considerations for determining if a city or county has overstepped its 

state granted powers.   

1. The justification for regulations must be “sufficiently cogent to preclude [the 

court] from saying… that such provisions are clearly arbitrary and unreasonable, 

having no substantial relation to the public health, safety, morals, or general 

welfare.” Cusack Co. v. City of Chicago, 108 N.E. 340 (Ill. 1914); Jacobson v. 

Massachusetts, 25 S. Ct. 358 (S. Ct. 1905) in Euclid v. Ambler.  

2. The circumstances under which the regulation is deemed necessary.  

3. The conditions that have created the perceived need for regulation.

“[t]he line which… separates the legitimate from the illegitimate assumption of 

power is not capable of precise delimitation. It varies with circumstances and 

conditions.” Euclid v. Ambler, 47 S. Ct. 114 (Sup. Ct. 1926).

This three-pronged set of considerations was extremely important in the case 

of Euclid v. Ambler and is important in the case of counties regulating the impacts of 

water supply development.  The court in Euclid v. Ambler recognized that urban life had 

evolved to a point at which new regulations were required.  
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“…with the great increase and concentration of population, problems have 

developed, and constantly are developing, which require, and will continue to 

require, additional restrictions in respect of the use and occupation of private 

lands in urban communities.”

Here the court recognizes that a regulation, which at one time would have been 

arbitrary and illegitimate, could now be considered necessary and legitimate.    The 

changed circumstances and conditions in Euclid necessitated the new regulations. 

An argument could be made that the rapid growth in Arizona and limited water 

resources provide sufficient circumstances to justify additional local regulations to 

protect the public.  In addition, well-documented groundwater level declines, subsidence 

problems, and the loss of groundwater dependent natural areas demonstrate that localized 

conditions warrant the exercise of local authority to curb these problems.

Since Euclid v. Ambler, courts have added that the “burden of proof is on the 

county to point out the constitutional or statutory power that permits the conduct.” 

Hancock v. McCarroll, 937 P.2d 682, 232 (Ariz. 1996).   However, they have also stated 

that “when a reasonable, even though debatable, basis supports an ordinance, we will 

uphold the ordinance unless it is clearly unconstitutional”.  In re. Brandon H., 988 P.2d 

619 (Ariz. App. 1999).

Policies directed at reducing groundwater level declines in areas of high 

subsidence potential could easily be defended as a measure to protect the safety and 

welfare of residents.  Subsidence can cause infrastructure such as roads and pipelines 

to shear and break, posing safety risks.  Subsidence can also cause damage to building 

foundations costing property owners money to fix problems.  

Policies directed at reducing groundwater level declines in isolated subbasins 

(as defined in this report) could also be defended as a measure to protect the safety and 

welfare of residents.  While the GMA requires that assured water supplies (in AMAs) are 
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consistent with the management goal and plan for the AMA, the accounting to prove this 

consistency is done on a basin-wide basis.  Isolated subbasins have very limited recharge 

and don’t benefit from artificial recharge done pursuant to assured water supplies.   

Groundwater removed from these subbasins is more likely to reduce water tables and 

compromise the water supply for existing residents in the subbasin.  

Policies directed at reducing groundwater level declines around groundwater 

dependent natural resources such as springs, streams and shallow groundwater areas 

could be defended using the authority granted by implication in Growing Smarter Plus.  

First a county would have to adopt a water resources element of the comprehensive 

plan detailing all of the water demands in the county, including the water demands of 

these natural resources.  The policy could then rely on this plan as the justification for 

protecting the water supply for these resources.  

Preemption

Preemption is the principle (derived from the supremacy clause) that a federal 

law can supersede or supplant any inconsistent state law or regulation (Black’s Law 

Dictionary) and state law may supersede or supplant any inconsistent local ordinance or 

regulation.

There is a two-part test for determining if state law preempts a local ordinance.  1) 

the subject matter must be of statewide concern, and 2) the State Legislature must have 

appropriated the field of regulation by enacting a statute that comprehensively addresses 

the subject matter.  Flagstaff Vend. Co. v. City of Flagstaff, 559, 578 P.2d 985, 988 (Ariz. 

1978);  Phoenix Respirator & Ambulance Service, Inc.  v. McWilliams, 468 P.2d 951, 953 

(Ariz. App. 1970); Libra Group, Inc. v. State, 805 P.2d 409, 412 (Ariz. App. 1991).

  Both a city and state may legislate on the same subject when the subject is of 

local and statewide concern. City of Tucson v. Rineer, 971 P.2d 207 (Ariz. App. 1998).  
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However, statewide legislation may preempt a city or county from exercising jurisdiction 

when “state legislation has so completely occupied the field that it becomes the sole and 

exclusive law on the subject, leaving no room for any supplementary or additional local 

regulation” State v. Jacobson, 588 P.2d 358 (Ariz. App. 1978).

In the context of water resource regulation, the subject is clearly of statewide and 

local concern and the State of Arizona has occupied the field.  The question is:  has the 

State, through the Groundwater Code (A.R.S. Title 45 Chapter 2) so completely occupied 

the field of water regulation that no room exists for supplementary or additional local 

regulation?  

The existence of state legislation on a common subject matter does not 

immediately invalidate the local ordinance.  “Simply because the state and local 

legislation ‘touch upon a common element’ does not mean that [an] ordinance is 

preempted.” State v. McLamb, 932 P.2d 269 (Ariz. App. 1996), quoting State v. Jacobson, 

588 P.2d 363 (Ariz. App. 1978).  And, “an ordinance will not be found invalid if a 

reasonable interpretation of it avoids conflict with a statute.” State v. McLamb, 932 P.2d 

269 (Ariz. App. 1996).

The existence of a preemptive policy must be clear. “Absent a clear manifestation 

of legislative intent to preclude local control, there is no preemption.” Babe’s Cabaret v. 

City of Scottsdale, 3 P.3d 1022 (Ariz. 2000). And, to be preempted, a municipal ordinance 

must actually conflict with governing state law.   “Mere commonality of some aspect of 

subject matter is insufficient . . . .” City of Prescott v. Town of Chino Valley, 790 P.2d 263, 

271 (Ariz. App. 1989) vacated on other grounds.

Courts in Arizona have even gone so far as to say that if state and local regulations 

can function in “peaceful coexistence” City of Prescott v. Town of Chino Valley, 7�0 

P.2d 271 (Ariz. App. 1989) there is no preemption.  In order for a local ordinance to be 
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preempted, state and local regulations must be mutually exclusive, so that compliance 

with both is impossible. Babe’s Cabaret v. City of Scottsdale, 3 P.3d 1022 (Ariz. 2000).

In the case of ensuring that new development has adequate water supplies, there 

is a strong argument that the Groundwater Code does completely occupy the field and is 

the sole and exclusive law on the subject.  This question has yet to be litigated in court, 

but the comprehensive nature of the Code including the Assured Water Supply Program 

(inside of AMAs) suggests that the Legislature intended the program to be the sole and 

exclusive law regulating water availability for subdivisions within AMAs.

A.R.S. §45-401(b), which is the declaration of policy for the Groundwater Code, 

states:

“In the best interest of protecting and stabilizing the general economy and welfare 

of this state and its citizens it is necessary to conserve, protect and allocate the 

use of groundwater resources of the state and provide for the comprehensive 

management and regulation of the withdrawal, transportation, use, conservation 

and conveyance of rights to use the groundwater of this state.”  (Emphasis added)

Outside of AMAs, an argument could be made that the Groundwater Code is 

not comprehensive and therefore, counties or cities could enact local regulations on 

water supply adequacy.   In the context of actions to regulate the impact of water supply 

development, the case for preemption in non-AMA areas is even more difficult to make.  

The courts, however, have not found that the Code is so comprehensive as to 

preclude local regulation of all aspects of water resource management.  In Prescott v. 

Chino Valley, 790 P.2d (Ariz. App. 1989) for instance, the court allowed the City to enact 

a local tax upon the operation of water pipelines.  
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In determining if the Groundwater Code preempts a local regulation to consider 

the concomitant impacts of water supply development, we must consider the subject 

matter of the regulation.  There is an important difference between water supply adequacy 

and water supply impacts.  Water supply adequacy analysis asks the question:  Does the 

proposed development have access to enough water to satisfy the needs of the proposed 

use over the time period specified (100 years in Arizona).  Water supply impact analysis 

asks the question:  Given that adequate water exists to meet the needs of the proposed 

use, what are the probable concomitant impacts on the environment and existing 

residents of developing the identified water source?  The difference between water supply 

adequacy and water supply impacts maybe extremely important in some areas.  

Arizona’s Groundwater Management Act of 1980, the original component of 

the Groundwater Code, and Assured and Adequate Water Supply Rules are perhaps the 

most comprehensive legislation anywhere in the United States regarding the question 

of water supply adequacy.  The Groundwater Code and Assured and Adequate Water 

Supply Rules, however, may not protect against the subsequent impacts of water supply 

development.  On the subject of concomitant impacts of groundwater pumping for water 

supply, the Code and Rules are effectively silent.  The Code and Rules do not address 

the environmental impacts of groundwater removal from wells permitted under the Act 

nor does it address the possible subsidence potential associated with severe localized 

groundwater level declines.  The well-spacing rules do provide some protection for 

shallow well owners, but some counties may wish to provide additional protections for 

these residents against groundwater declines that could result in water tables falling 

below the reach of their wells.   On these subjects, it appears reasonable that the GMA 

has left some room for local regulations.  

An argument against this interpretation is that a county may not forbid what state 

law expressly permits.  An argument could be made on this basis that denial of rezoning 
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based on water resource impacts for a development which has received a certificate of 

assured water supply, is forbidding what state law has expressly permitted.  

A counter argument could be made that a policy requiring review of the 

concomitant impacts of groundwater development is complementary to the GMA and 

peacefully coexists with it.  The county policies could even be seen as furthering the 

goals of the Act and other state purposes, by bringing discretionary decisions about 

changes to land use into greater conformance with expectations for the available water 

supply infrastructure and minimizing impacts to land or water users. 

Legal Issues Conclusion

It is not entirely clear that Arizona counties have the authority to adopt a policy 

requiring the consideration of water resource impacts of development or an ordinance 

regulating subdivision approval.  Nor is it entirely clear that such a policy or ordinance 

would not be preempted by existing state regulations.   But compelling arguments can 

be made that counties do have this authority and that the Groundwater Code does not 

completely occupy the field of regulation and leaves some room for supplementary local 

regulation.  Statewide regulation of water resources through the Groundwater Code has 

provided protection against wholesale groundwater depletion.   The Code, however, 

does not even attempt to manage comprehensive plans or zoning decisions.  Counties, 

as the land use jurisdiction within the unincorporated area of their boundaries, could 

further integrate these important government functions.  In doing so they could provide 

additional protection for their residents and work toward the sustainable development of 

the community.
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CHAPTER 5:  POLICY DEVELOPMENT

Incorporating Water Resource Information into Land Use Decisions – Examples 

from Other Areas of Arizona

 A few other jurisdictions throughout Arizona have begun incorporating water 

resource information into their land use decision-making process.  In all of the cases, the 

policies are too new to be able to determine the impact that they are having.  

The Cochise County Board of Supervisors recently adopted a Water Conservation 

and Management Policy Plan for the Sierra Vista Sub-Watershed.  This policy goes 

further than any other county has gone to connect water resources and land use planning.  

Using the Growing Smarter Legislation as justification, the Cochise County Board of 

Supervisors has instituted a number of policies that require water resource information to 

be included in land use decisions.  

One of the policies requires that “the County will use its most current water 

resources inventory of available surface water, groundwater, and effluent supplies to 

evaluate the potential impacts to local water supplies from master development plans, 

re-zonings, special uses, major amendments [to the comprehensive plan] and other major 

developments.”  Another policy states that new commercial or high-density residential 

development should be located only in areas where regulated water providers and 

wastewater treatment facilities exist, or if non-existent can be extended or established.  

These and the other land use and conservation policies are aimed at reducing the Sierra-

Vista sub-watershed’s annual groundwater deficit.  

Portions of Cochise County face extremely restrictive natural limitations on 

growth.  No method of importing renewable water supplies into the area currently 

exists and sustainable development is limited by recharge to the underlying aquifers.  

Groundwater pumping in Sierra Vista could have a deleterious effect on the San Pedro 
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River.  With this new policy, the Cochise County Board of Supervisors has improved 

the quality of land use decisions and moved the area toward greater sustainability and 

protection of the San Pedro River, a vital natural and economic asset.  

The United States Forest Service-Southwest Region (Region 3), though not bound 

by the restrictions of the Groundwater Management Act, has adopted a Water Uses and 

Development policy that goes even further than the Cochise County policy.  The policy 

outlines the exact types of information that are required when a proposal is made to the 

Forest Service to use groundwater from beneath Forest Service land or transport water 

through Forest Service land.  Required information includes (if available):  pertinent 

hydrologic information, including water table elevations with seasonal fluctuations; 

direction and rate of groundwater flow; recharge and discharge areas; surface water 

flow characteristics; location of gaining and losing reaches of streams; and water 

quality.  It also requires pertinent geologic information such as: surface geology and any 

known subsurface formations and structural features and aquifer characteristics such as 

transmissivity and storativity.  Parties proposing to develop water uses involving National 

Forest land must also provide information on the impacts that the water use will have on 

other water users, riparian areas, wildlife, and aquatic habitat. 

 The National Forest Service policy, though not bound by state regulations, 

provides an excellent example of an integrated water resource and land development 

policy.  It stipulates that the larger the proposed withdrawal of groundwater, the more 

comprehensive and detailed the impact analysis.  It requires the developer to provide 

important information so that the Forest Service can make an informed decision and 

ensure that neither National Forest resources nor the property of existing water users will 

be damaged by the proposed water use.  
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Development of Policies to Integrate Land Use and Water Resource Planning in 

Pima County 

Land use decisions in Pima County are having significant impacts on water 

resources and sustainability.  In order to improve the consideration of water resources 

during land use planning in Pima County, decision-makers should recognize the 

difference between development that has access to renewable water supplies, 

development that may someday have access to renewable water supplies and 

development that will probably never have access to renewable water supplies.  They 

should also recognize the potential environmental impacts of increased groundwater 

pumping in sensitive areas. 

Some areas, the northwest area of metropolitan Tucson for instance, are located 

relatively close to renewable supplies, have CAP allocations and are large enough to 

potentially mobilize resources to connect to the CAP if conditions became sufficiently 

dire.  Other areas, such as Green Valley, lie significant distances from renewable supplies 

and appear unlikely to ever be able to mobilize the resources to bring CAP infrastructure 

to the area.  Still other areas, like Arivaca, have very limited groundwater recharge 

capacity and risk the loss of valuable natural resources if over exploited.    If additional 

water resource information is incorporated at earlier stages of the land use approval 

process, better outcomes could be achieved and faster progress could be made toward 

sustainability.

The Assured Water Supply rules provide some assurance that water will be 

available for 100-years after development, but this may not be enough to protect against 

other adverse conditions resulting from groundwater development.  There is clear 

evidence that in Pima County the development of groundwater resources to serve new 

and existing developments is already leading to a number of concomitant impacts.  
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Pima County cannot regulate groundwater pumping or the installation of 

new wells.   However, Pima County can require that water resource information be 

considered in discretionary land use decisions.  Discretionary land use decisions include 

comprehensive plan amendments and rezonings.  These land use decisions require the 

County to change the publicly agreed upon development plans to accommodate a specific 

proposed development.   

Comprehensive plan amendment proposals and rezoning proposals differ in some 

important ways and the policies used to evaluate these proposals must also differ so as 

not to impose undue burdens on those pursuing development approval.

 

Comprehensive Plan Amendment Policy Development

At the comprehensive plan amendment stage, development plans are likely to 

lack detail and be general in nature.  The proposals must include: the current land use 

designation, current zoning, property location, neighboring property land uses and a site 

map of the property with proposed land use designations marked on it.  These proposals 

are typically descriptive and lack design drawings or figures.  

 The descriptive and conceptual nature of plan amendment proposals allows 

developers to take their plans to land use officials at an early stage in the development 

process.  It also means that very little specific information is available about the future 

characteristics of the development.  Land use policies for evaluating these proposals 

should evaluate the merits at a conceptual level.   In addition, many plan amendment 

proposals involve very small areas of land and land use changes that are unlikely to result 

in any change in the demand for water resources on the property.  These proposals should 

be exempt from review in order to streamline the review process and allow County staff 

to focus on larger amendments.
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Five critical areas of concern could be used in Pima County to facilitate a 

meaningful evaluation of the likely water resource impacts of plan amendment proposals.  

1) Water service and renewable water supply options

2) Current and projected depth to groundwater and groundwater trend data

3) Subsidence potential

4) Groundwater dependent ecosystems

5) Isolated groundwater subbasins

These five areas highlight the most likely adverse water resource impacts of 

development in Pima County.  Flood Control District-Water Resource Division staff 

comments on these critical areas of concern for each comprehensive plan amendment 

proposal will provide decision-makers with some idea of the potential water resource 

impacts.   Specific questions for staff comments are detailed in the Recommended 

Procedures section below.  The accompanying Recommended Specific Policies provide 

recommendations on how land use decision makers should use the technical evaluations 

to inform their decisions.

Rezoning Policy Development

At the rezoning stage of development the basic characteristics of a development 

become clearer and it is possible to do a more detailed analysis of the impacts that a 

development is likely to have.  

Adding additional analysis of rezoning requests for water resource impacts could 

provide important information to decision-makers that has heretofore not been available.  

The additional analysis will also place added burden on County staff and those pursuing 

development approvals.  In order to ease the burden on developers and focus attention 

on the rezoning requests that pose the greatest risks, it is necessary to make distinctions 
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between rezoning requests based on their water provider status, locations, and future 

water demand.  

Water provider status refers to how the development plans to meet its water 

supply needs.  As discussed earlier, subdivision developers have the option of connecting 

to a designated water provider or pursuing a Certificate of Assured Water Supply for their 

individual subdivision.   This decision will greatly influence the resilience and flexibility 

of the development to changes in water supply conditions.  

The location of a rezoning request is of paramount importance in Pima County 

because the CAP is the only source of renewable and potable water currently available.  A 

development’s location with respect to the CAP canal is a key characteristic in its ability 

to develop future infrastructure to directly deliver CAP water or make use of recharged 

CAP water, notwithstanding the potential for use of treated effluent as a domestic water 

supply.     

The future water demands of the development (at build out) are also an important 

factor for analyzing the potential water resource impacts of a development.   Clearly, 

developments that require over a hundred acre-feet of water annually to meet their needs 

pose a greater potential threat than developments whose annual water demand is less than 

20 acre-feet per year.  

The Recommended Rezoning Site Analysis Procedures for Water Resource 

Impacts section below details the process for making these distinctions.  The distinctions 

are aimed at categorizing rezoning requests and requiring additional information from 

only those developments that have the potential to have significant adverse impacts.  

The first distinction made in the Recommended Rezoning Site Analysis Procedures 

for Water Resource Impacts is the location and water supply status of the rezoning 

request.  Four categories have been established to differentiate the different possibilities.  

Category 1 and 2 rezoning proposals are in effect, exempt from additional requirements.   
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Category 3 and 4 rezoning proposals will be subject to the additional requirements 

outlined in the Recommended Rezoning Site Analysis Procedures for Water Resource 

Impacts section.

 Throughout the category distinctions, a measurement of seven miles from a 

renewable and potable water supply is used to draw a distinction between designated 

water service providers.  Ideally, the distinction would be between water providers that 

were directly delivering CAP water to their customers and those that are not.  However, 

by adding flexibility to the distinction, the site analysis procedures provide recognition 

that conditions can change.  Water providers can add infrastructure to deliver CAP to their 

customers or new recharge basins could be constructed to provide access to recharged 

CAP water.  At distances greater than seven miles, from the CAP canal the costs of 

constructing and operating these improvements make them increasingly infeasible.

 After rezoning proposals have been categorized, they are further distinguished 

from one another based on the projected water demands of the proposed development.   

This distinction will allow County staff to further focus their attention on the scale of the 

impacts that could be caused by the development.   Developments with larger projected 

water demands will also carry a larger burden for providing information about the site 

conditions of the property.  

Most of the information that is required to be provided by Category 3 and 4 

rezoning requests is already required by the ADWR pursuant to an assured water supply 

analysis.  Using this water resource information the County can evaluate proposed 

developments and decide whether the land use proposal should provide supplemental 

protection or mitigation beyond the protections provided by state level regulations.  
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Limitations of the Recommended Policies 

 It is important to note that these policies do not address all of the important 

water resource concerns associated with land development.  The legal authorities given 

to counties in Arizona and existing state laws probably prevent Arizona counties from 

going beyond discretionary land use policies to integrate land use and water resource 

planning.  Therefore, land development that does not go through the comprehensive plan 

amendment process or that does not require a zoning change would not be impacted by 

these policies as proposed.  

One of the key types of development that is taking place in Arizona that does not 

go through these procedures is illegal lot-splits, also known as wildcat subdividing.  The 

State defines subdivisions as “land divisions of six or more lots, parcels or fractional 

interests” (A.R.S. §11-809).  Wildcat subdividing refers to the illegal process of splitting 

land multiple times into five or fewer divisions so as to avoid the subdivision regulation 

process.  This practice has been used extensively in parts of Arizona (Pima County 

Administrators Office, 1998).  Typically, homes in these illegal subdivisions get their 

water from individual private wells or shared private wells.  

Despite the fact that there is little doubt that illegal subdivisions have significant 

water resource impacts (Pima County Administrators Office, 1998), this type of land 

development is not dealt with in this report.    Lot-splitting and subdivision regulation are 

strictly limited by state statutes.  Attempts to address lot-splits and development at the 

subdivision plat level would require legislative changes at the state level.  
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CHAPTER 6:  POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS FOR PIMA COUNTY

The current water resources element of the Pima County Comprehensive Plan lists 

several strategies for implementing more sustainable land use decision making policies 

but does not provide the policies themselves.  Below are recommended policies that 

could be used to revise the water resources element of the comprehensive plan.   

Recommended Comprehensive Plan Amendment Policies

Recommended General Policies

Development in some areas outside the boundaries of Pima County could have 

significant water resource impacts on Pima County residents.  Developments 

in Pinal County’s portion of the Tucson AMA, and in the Santa Cruz County 

portions of the Tucson AMA are examples of up-gradient water uses that will 

draw down aquifers shared by counties.   Likewise, developments within the San 

Pedro, Avra, and Aguirre subbasins of Pima County would intercept groundwater 

flowing into Pinal County.  Inter-county planning and coordination are required 

to address the problem of sustainable water supplies.  More information about the 

water resource requirements and impacts is required so that informed decisions 

can be made.  

Pima County should work with the other members of the South-Central Arizona 

Consortium (Pima, Pinal, Cochise and Santa Cruz Counties) to develop strategies 

and implementation policies to evaluate and provide input to neighboring counties 

about developments that lie within 10 miles of a county border and where 

groundwater flows from under the development toward the county border.  
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Recommended Procedures

At the Comprehensive Plan amendment stage of development, no additional 

information is required from developers.  Using the plan amendment proposal 

provided by the developer, Pima County Regional Flood Control District- Water 

Resource Division staff will provide comments on proposed plan amendments 

that are larger than 4-acres.  Comments will cover five critical areas of concern:  

1) Water service and renewable water supply options

2) Current and projected depth to groundwater and groundwater trend data

3) Subsidence potential

4) Groundwater dependent ecosystems

5) Isolated groundwater subbasins.  

Appendix A.  provides specific questions for staff comments.  

This information shall be provided to the Development Services Department, the 

Planning and Zoning Commission and the Board of Supervisors and used in the 

consideration of plan amendment decisions.  

The five critical areas of concern listed above are important considerations for 

land use decisions because they provide information about the environmental 

constraints of the area.  New development that will require the removal of local 
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groundwater in excess of natural and artificial recharge will not be sustainable 

in the long-term.  In some specific areas, groundwater removal can cause severe 

ecological loss or damage to infrastructure and property because of earth fissures 

and subsidence.  

Recommended Specific Policies

P 1. Plan amendments in areas that have no access to renewable potable water 

supplies should be encouraged in areas that lie within seven miles of a 

renewable and potable water supply and that will be served by a water 

provider that is designated by the Arizona Department of Water Resources 

as having a 100-year assured water supply. 

P 2. Plan amendments in areas that are outside of the service area of a designated 

water service provider within seven miles of a renewable and potable water 

supply should be deferred until such time as a renewable and potable water 

supply is available in the area unless it can be shown that the increased 

development potential will not have significant impacts on groundwater 

levels.

P 3. Plan amendments that would increase the development potential in areas 

that are less than five miles from the boundary of a shallow groundwater 

area or groundwater dependent spring or stream shall not be approved if the 

development is likely to have negative impacts on the flow or stability of 

these ecological assets.  See Appendix B Map 1. 
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P 4. Plan amendments that are likely to cause additional local groundwater 

pumping over the base zoning condition shall be limited in isolated or 

remote groundwater subbasins including:  Sopori, Arivaca, Upper and 

Lower Cienega, and Mescal.  See Appendix B Map 2.

P 5. Plan amendments that are likely to cause additional groundwater pumping 

over the base zoning conditions shall be limited in areas of high subsidence 

potential as mapped by the U.S. Geological Survey (Appendix B Map 3) or 

areas of earth fissures as mapped by Arizona Geological Survey (This study 

has been funded by the State of Arizona and is underway, data for Pima 

County is scheduled to be available in 2009.)

Rezoning Policies and Procedures 

Recommended Rezoning Site Analysis Procedures for Water Resource Impacts

 For assessment of water resource impacts, rezoning requests shall be divided into 

four categories based on the location of the land being rezoned.  See Appendix B 

Map 4. 

Category 1. Areas served by the primary service area of a water provider that 

holds a currently valid Designation of Assured Water Supply and is 

currently delivering renewable water to its customers or is within 7 

miles of a renewable and potable water supply.

Category 2. Areas that will be served by an isolated water service area that is 

owned and operated by a designated water provider (that is within 

7 miles of a renewable and potable water supply) and that lies 
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within 2 miles of the current extent of the water service provider’s 

primary service area.  

Category 3. Areas that will be served by an isolated water service area that 

is more than 2 miles from the current extent of the water service 

provider’s primary service area.  

Category 4. Areas that will be served by water providers that lie more than 

7 miles from a renewable and potable water supply (includes 

designated and certified water providers).

A Primary Service Area is defined as the original service area of the water 

provider plus any contiguously connected areas that have been added to the 

original service area.  In order for an area to be considered part of the primary 

service area, it must have a physical connection to the distribution network which 

allows water to flow from one area to another.  

An Isolated Service Area is defined as a part of a larger service area of a water 

provider that has no physical connection through which water can be transferred 

to or from the Primary Service Area of a water provider. 

Category 1 areas shall only need to provide proof that they will be served by 

a designated water service provider and shall not be required to provide any 

additional information or be subject to any additional regulation related to water 

resource impacts as detailed in these policies.
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Category 2 areas shall provide written documentation showing the intent of the 

water provider to connect the subdivision to their water system.  Connection 

to the identified designated water provider shall be a condition of rezoning 

and shall bind the developer to the water provider as the water supplier for the 

development.  Category 2 areas that have provided the above documentation 

shall not be required to provide any additional information or be subject to 

any additional regulation related to water resource impacts as detailed in these 

policies.

Category 3 and 4 areas shall be required to provide additional information as part 

of the rezoning site analysis package in order to more accurately gauge the water 

resource impact of the rezoning request.  This information will also allow Water 

Resources Division staff to provide suggested mitigation requirements.

All Category 3 and 4 rezoning proposals shall provide a water demand projection, 

detailing the amount of water that the development will use annually at full 

build out.  This information is already required by ADWR for areas within the 

AMAs pursuant to Assured Water Supply regulations.  Water demand projections 

provided to the County must be equal to or greater than the demand projections 

provided to ADWR pursuant to an Assured Water Supply study or provided to a 

municipal water provider pursuant to a contract to serve.  
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Based on the thresholds identified below, Category 3 and 4 applicants will be 

required to provide additional information in the rezoning site analysis package.  

Rezoning proposals whose water demand projection at full build out is less than 

20 acre-feet per year� shall be required to provide:

1. An analysis of water level trends in the area and depth to groundwater 

at nearest existing well location.  (http://www.sahra.arizona.edu/wells/)

2. The location of the subdivision relative to all groundwater dependent 

ecosystems including:  springs, perennial streams, intermittent streams 

and shallow groundwater areas mapped on the Sonoran Desert 

Conservation Plan GIS database.  (http://www.dot.pima.gov/cmo/

sdcpmaps/)

3. A plan for the location of all wells, new and existing, that will be used 

to supply water to the subdivision.  

Rezoning proposals whose water demand projection at full build out is more than 

20 acre-feet and less than 50 acre-feet per year shall be required to provide:

1. All of the information required for subdivisions with a water demand 

projection at full build out of less than 20 acre-feet per year.

� 20 acre-feet per year is the amount of water required for approximately 150 people (50 houses) if each 
person uses 120 gallons per day.
50 acre-feet per year is the amount of water required for approximately 370 people (125 houses) if each 
person uses 120 gallons per day.
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2. Existing site-specific geologic and hydrogeologic studies available for 

the area.

3. Any existing aquifer test, pump test or production well data available 

for the area.  

Rezoning proposals whose water demand projection at full build out is more than 

50 acre-feet per year shall be required to provide:

1. All of the information required for subdivisions with a water demand 

projection at full build out of less than 50 acre-feet per year.

2. A draw down analysis for the impact of the water demand of the 

development on wells that lie within the 10-foot draw down contour 

after 5 years of pumping at full build out.

3. A feasibility study that has been conducted to provide renewable water 

or physical availability of recharged water to the subdivision within 

50 years after full build out.  Developers may provide a statement 

declaring that no feasibility study has been conducted.  A statement to 

this effect will not bar rezoning approval but will be weighted in the 

decision.

Using the information provided, Water Resources staff will conduct an analysis to 

identify the subsidence risks associated with additional groundwater removal in 

the area.  Staff will use subsidence potential maps produced by the United States 

Geologic Survey and available data to conduct analysis.  
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Recommended Rezoning Policies

P 1. Category 1 and 2 rezoning proposals will be conditioned on the provision of 

water by the identified designated water service provider. 

P 2. Rezoning applicants are encouraged to implement water saving technologies 

to reduce the water demand of the proposed development such as those 

listed in Appendix C.  Water demand estimates for proposed rezonings 

will be compared with the best available estimates of water use.  Water 

demand projections showing water demand below the average estimates for 

similar land use types will be required to list water use reduction strategies.  

Implementation of these strategies will become conditions of rezoning.  

Rezoning requests proposing to employ water conservation strategies 

for individual properties such as landscaping restrictions or private pool 

regulations will be required to include the restrictions in their Covenants, 

Conditions, and Restrictions (CC&Rs).  

P 3. If approved, rezoning proposals that increase the water demand above 

that allowed by the existing zoning shall be mitigated in areas of shallow 

groundwater (less than 50 feet below the land surface) and in isolated 

groundwater subbasins (Sopori, Arivaca, Upper and Lower Cienega, Mescal 

and Pediment).  Increases in water demand may be offset by recharge, legal 

and verifiable transfer, retirement or purchase of water rights from within 

the subbasin or shallow groundwater area. 

P 4. Rezoning proposals that increase development potential in areas of 

groundwater level increase due to artificial recharge activities shall be 

encouraged.

P 5. Rezoning proposals within a �-mile radius of mapped shallow groundwater 

areas and groundwater dependent springs and streams, shall carry the burden 
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of proof to show that the development will not adversely affect ecological 

assets.  Rezoning proposals that are likely to adversely affect mapped 

shallow groundwater areas and groundwater dependent springs and streams 

shall be discouraged.

P 6. Groundwater dependent development in high subsidence potential areas 

shall employ mitigation measures to minimize subsidence in the area.

Additional Materials Needed to Justify and Implement the Policies

As detailed in Chapter 4 of this report, all county policies must find their authority 

in the powers that have been expressly conferred or implied by the state legislature.   In 

Chapter 4, legal justifications were outlined for each of the specific policies detailed 

above.  The legal analysis done in Chapter 4 appears to require that the county develop 

some additional planning documentation and water resource analysis to justify policies 

aimed at protecting ecological assets.  These can be found in the various technical reports 

done for the Sonoran Desert Conservation Plan, and in previous work cited in those 

documents. 

Growing Smarter Plus provides the legislative mandate for this documentation 

and analysis, and for basing specific policies on the analysis.   Following the guidelines 

given in Growing Smarter Plus, Pima County would need to develop a water resources 

plan detailing the known legally and physically available water supplies within the 

County.  This analysis should be done with special attention to local availability, that is, 

CAP water is only available in the area that currently has access to direct delivery of CAP 

water or artificially recharged water.  (This should include interconnections between the 

distribution networks of multiple water providers that could allow CAP water to flow 

from one provider to another.)  Availability of groundwater should also be calculated with 

attention to subbasins and other hydrogeologic features.  A current and future demand 
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analysis would also need to be done that calculates the current water demands of each 

area of Pima County.  Again this analysis should be consistent with the water supply 

areas so that planners can identify areas well suited for additional growth and areas that 

are already or nearly over allocated.  In this analysis of demands, the water requirements 

needed to support specific ecological resources should also be calculated.  

Several studies already exist to provide information required for this analysis.   In 

general, the development of this plan would require a re-analysis of existing data with 

special location considerations.  A few new studies would, however, probably be required 

to complete the data set needed to perform this analysis.  In addition, periodic updates 

of this plan would be required as additional water delivery infrastructure is built or other 

changes in water management occur.  

Using this complete analysis of water supply and demand, Pima County could 

efficiently make decisions about appropriate plan amendment and zoning changes.  By 

incorporating the needs of ecological resources into this planning document, the County 

would be formally documenting and acknowledging the water needs of the environment.  

This formal acknowledgement and the powers implied by Growing Smarter Plus should 

serve as a valid justification of Pima County’s authority to implement land use policies 

regarding ecological resources and infrastructure.   
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CHAPTER 7:  CONCLUSIONS

The example of Pima County shows how land use policies can be developed 

to provide a more integrated approach to land use and water resources planning.   A 

set of recommended policies for the water resources element of the Pima County 

Comprehensive Plan has been developed to guide discretionary land use decisions.  The 

policies require land use officials to provide additional analysis about the likely impacts 

of proposed developments on water resources.    

The additional analysis required by the recommended policies focuses on five 

critical issues of concern.  These issues of concern highlight the major concomitant 

impacts most likely to occur as groundwater is developed in Pima County.  For each of 

these five critical issues, the policies provide land use officials with tools to measure 

impacts and guidelines for approving or rejecting development proposals.   

These policies will give Pima County the administrative tools to consider land 

use and water resources in tandem.  The policies and procedures will form a critical link 

between land use planners and decision makers and critical water resource information.  

No county in Arizona has yet established such a clear link between land use and water 

resource planning.  By adopting the recommended policies Pima County could lead 

efforts to encourage sustainable, well planned development.   

Subsidence, groundwater dependant ecosystems, isolated subbasins, water service 

and renewable water supplies, and overall groundwater trends are the five critical areas 

of concern for Pima County.  Other areas will undoubtedly have unique critical areas of 

concern.  Each location will be governed by different legal and institutional constraints.  

Water supply options will differ from location to location.  The impacts associated with 

water supply development will vary with location and the current and projected future 

physical conditions which necessitate new policies will vary with location.   All of these 
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factors must be analyzed to assess the critical issues and the policy solutions that can lead 

to better integrating water resources into land use planning.   

Planners embarking on similar activities to develop policies for integrating water 

resources into land use planning should consider a variety of available hydrologic, 

hydrogeologic, and land use information.  The following sources of information proved 

to be the most valuable technical information for this study.   

1. The groundwater model and modeling report, produced by the Arizona 

Department of Water Resources.

2. A hydrogeologic subbasins map, produced by the Pima County Regional 

Flood Control District.

3. A land development analysis showing land development trends and the 

water supply options being selected by new developments.  Produced by 

Pima County Regional Flood Control District for this study.  

Groundwater and/or surface water models are especially valuable because they can 

typically simulate future conditions under changing assumptions.  If these models do not 

exist or have not been recently updated to reflect current conditions, a priority should 

be placed on promoting their development.  Hydrogeologic data are also very useful for 

delineating unique groundwater subbasins or features that may influence underground 

water flows.  Knowledge of the trends in land use and water supply development is 

also important to ensure that policies influence development trends toward the most 

sustainable water supply options.  If protecting ecological assets is to be a goal of the 

policies, mapping those important ecological areas is also essential.  Once the areas 

have been identified, separating groundwater dependent ecosystems from surface water 

dependent ecosystems is an important task.  This must be done so that policies can be 
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tailored to specifically protect against the type of development that would threaten the 

ecosystem and not unnecessarily constrain development.   

Once the physical conditions are understood, the institutional constraints must 

be analyzed to formulate the most appropriate method of addressing the existing or 

impending problems.  This report explores addressing the issues with comprehensive plan 

policies.  Other options may include overlay zoning districts, minimum infrastructure 

requirements, or ordinances.  

One of the key institutional constraints that will likely impact any type of land 

use planning policy and that should be carefully considered is, how land development 

practices are timed by developers.  In this study, great care was taken to understand 

how developers incrementally invest in development opportunities.  The timing of these 

incremental investments should be considered in the formulation of policies so as to 

minimize the burden on developers.

Attempting to place additional regulation on the development of private property 

can also be a politically charged action.  Planners embarking on attempts to improve 

the integration of water resources into land use planning should expect considerable 

resistance.  These actions involve two of the most visceral subjects – private property 

rights and water.  Taken separately either of these subjects can cause heated debate, but 

taken together they are likely to produce considerable political tension.

Despite the numerous constraints and volatility of the issues, fair policies that 

will improve the quality of development can be formulated.  In general, the objective of 

integrated water resource and land use planning should be to:

1. Direct growth to areas that have access to adequate water supplies to 

accommodate future growth 

2. Avoid development in areas with insufficient access to adequate water 

supplies 
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3. Avoid increased development in areas where development is likely to 

damage water sources or environmental assets

4. Encourage development patterns that conserve land and water resources

5. Encourage interconnected development that has the flexibility and 

resources to resolve future problems

6. Ensure that development meets the social, economic and environmental 

goals of the community

By identifying the local constraints and analyzing the local conditions as 

demonstrated for Pima County, and using these six objectives for integrating water 

resources into land use planning, local land use authorities can develop policies to 

improve their own planning activities.    

Successful policies will push the development market toward new and innovative 

solutions for continued development without raising any of the critical issues of concern.  

Land use decision makers should help facilitate this innovation by working with 

developers to understand the intent of the policies.   Land use officials should be working 

with developers to find new ways to meet housing and economic development needs 

while protecting the environment and the long-term sustainability of communities.
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1.  Does the proposed plan amendment area lie within the service area or CCN boundary 

of a designated water service provider that lies within 7 miles of a renewable water 

supply? If not does the area lie within the 2-mile expansion area of a designated 

2.  What are the water supply options for this area?  Do any of the options provide access 

to a renewable water supply?  Is the proposed plan amendment area located in an area 

that has conducted a feasibility analysis for providing a renewable water supply? 

3.  What is the average depth to groundwater as mapped by the Arizona Department of 

Water Resources in the general vicinity of the proposed plan amendment area? 

4.  What is the general groundwater level trend as mapped by the Arizona Department of 

Water Resources for the general vicinity of the proposed plan amendment area?

5.  Within a five-mile radius of the proposed plan amendment area, what are the 

locations of groundwater dependent ecosystems?

6.  Is the proposed plan amendment area within one of the subbasins of the Tucson basin 

that have been identified as being especially sensitive to groundwater removal?

7.  Is the proposed plan amendment area in an area of high subsidence potential as 

mapped by the US Geological Survey?  In what subsidence potential iso-range does the 

proposed plan amendment area lie? 

APPENDIX A.  RECOMMENDED COMPREHENSIVE PLAN REVIEW 

QUESTIONS
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APPENDIX B.  MAP 1: GROUNDWATER DEPENDENT ECOSYSTEMS IN 

EASTERN PIMA COUNTY

Source: Pima County Regional Flood Control District
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Source: Pima County Regional Flood Control District

APPENDIX B.  MAP 2:  HYDROGEOLOGIC SUBBASINS AND BEDROCK IN 

EASTERN PIMA COUNTY
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APPENDIX B.  MAP 3: SUBSIDENCE POTENTIAL IN THE TUCSON AMA

Source:  USGS
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APPENDIX B.  MAP 4: REZONING CATAGORIZATION MAP
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1. Installation of gray water reuse plumbing systems
2. Rainwater harvesting systems
3. Installation of drought-tolerant native vegetation
4. Requiring water efficient appliances and fixtures
5. Implementation of swimming pool and spa water conservation measures
6. Implementation effluent reuse strategies within the development
7. Implementation of storm water harvesting and reuse strategies
8. Instillation of water line insulation, hot water on-demand systems, and hot water 
recirculation systems within structures
9. Installation of drip irrigation systems
10. Use of timers and rain sensors on irrigation systems
11. Provision of “water wise” or similar publication and contract information as part of 
sales contracts to home buyers
12. Require automatic faucets in common use buildings
13. Require water free urinals and/or dual flush toilets in all common or commercial 
buildings
14. Provide plumbing systems that allow all public and semi-public pools to backwater to 
sewer
15. Limit private pool and spa construction
16. Provide sub-metering of each tenant for all multi-family and multi-occupancy 
commercial buildings
17. In areas with access to reclaimed water, supply all irrigation water for common 
areas with reclaimed water. Provide reclaimed water lines for irrigation on individual 
properties.
18. Minimize impervious surfaces to maximize storm water recharge

APPENDIX C.  SUGGESTED WATER USE REDUCTION STRATEGIES
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